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jIBSTRACT

The study described in this report had two main purposes: (1) to
determine whether the amount and timing of human resources data (HRD)
inf2uence design differentially; (2) to investigate the effect upon
design of differences in personnel quantity and quality requirements.
Equipuieiit and HRD inputs (es, manning quantity and quality, task and
time line cnalyses, etc.) which were produced during the development of
the maintenance equipment of the AGM-69A missile were adapted and Pre-
sented to eight design engineers during four 4-hour sessions. Subjects
were required to develop a conceptual design of the equipment. The
experimental design contrasted the simultaneous preseutation of all
HRD inputs and stringent personnel quantity and quality constraints a"
the start of design with the same inputs presented incremuntally thrrugh-
out design and "minimal" personnel constraints. Measures of e:per!aiental
differences included: frequency with which engineers selected an auto-
matic, s~i:i--automatic or manual design solution; number of manual design
features included in design outputs; number of test sets; and manpower
rcquired by subjects to exercise their systems. It was found that the
amount and timing of HRD inputs do exercise some influence on the
engineer's design. The personnel requirements imposed did affect design
decisions. The type of manpower requirement imposed (skill level versus
personnel number constraints) alsr appeared to make some difference to
subjects. Although WRD inputs a ! responded to by engineers primarily
when those inputs are phrased as design zequirements, informational
inputs (eg, task and time-line analyses) appeared to create an attitude
of awareness in engineers of personnel requirements. Skill is considered
by engineers to be of greater significance to system performance than
numbers of personnel. Engineers display considerable variability in
their designs; they develop their design concepts quickly and resist
attempts to modify the.;e concepts. They prefer to receive their HRD
inputs as early in design as possible. Engineers can and do estimate
the manning needed to exercise their equipment, but these estimates do
net always seem to relate to their design concepts. The results of the
study indicate that, if human resources data are to be incorporated in
design, these must be supplied at the start of design and they must be
phrased as design requirements.

It is recommended that at the very least the Request for Proposal
and the Statement of Work include

(1) Maximum number of operating/maintenance personnel allowed
by job position;

L •(2) Maximum skill level allotted for each job position.

it iii
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SUMMtARY AND CONCLUSIONS

PROBLEM

Human resources data (HRD) inputs supplied during design often fail

to exercise a significant effect upon that development. It is possible
that inputs are both insufficient and presented at incorrect times
during development. The study described in this report had two main
purposes: (1) to determine whether the amount and timing of HRD influence
design; and (Z) o investigate the effect upon design of different
personnel quantity and quality requirements.

APPROACH

Equipment and HRD inputs which were produced during the development
of the maintenance equipment of the AGM-69A missile were adapted and
presented to eight design engineers during four 4-hour sessions. Subjects
were required to develop a conceptual design of the equipment. The
e'perimental study contrasted: (1) the simultaneous presentation of all
HRD inputs at the start of design with the same inputs presented incre-
mentally throughout design; and (2) the :ffect of personnel quantity
constraint versus the effect of personnel skill constraint.

RESULTS

A substantial difference in design outputs was found between the
experimental conditions. The group receiving all HRD inputs in the
Statement of Work designed significantly more automatic systems, included
more manual features in their designs, and required more and higher
skilled personnel than the group receiving human resources data inputs
incrementally. The apparent inconsisteray between more automatic systems
and more manual features is explained as partly a problem of defining the
nature of automatic systems, since each engineer categorized his own
design, and partly, that putting all HRD in the Statement of Work made
the designers more personnel conscious and more concerned with designing
work into the system for the personnel. The skill-restricted design
group required fewer and less highly skilled personnel, more semiautomatic
systems, and more test sets than the quantity-restricted design group.

CONCLUSIONS

The amount and timing of human resources data inputs and the type of
HRD constraints do influence the engineer's design, but not always in a
predictable manner. The fact that a personnel requirement is imposed on
engineers does not necessarily mean that they will design to the letter
of the constraint. However, it does mean that they will take the personnel

S.factor into greater account than they would if no personnel requirement

I



had been imposed at all. From this standpoi..•, the more human resources
data provided to the designer, the more conscious he will be of the need
to consider personnel limitations in his design, hence the more his design
will be affected.

OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

It is recommended that Requests for Proposal and Statements of Work
for new systems include

(1) Maximum number of operating/maintenance personnel to be
allowed in the crew by job position;

(2) Maximum skill level allowed for each job position;
(3) The task capabilities of theae personnel;
(4) The design implications of these requirements in terms of

system characteristics.

RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

Additional research is needed regarding a number of problems.
(1) Methods are needed for determining early during the conceptual phase
of a system the "likely" manpower force to be available during the time
period when the system would become operational. This "iikely" force
would be derived from sources such as phased out systems, career personnel,
new enlistees, and current training courses. (2) Techniques are needed for
comparing the "likely" force with alternate forces of varying quantities and
skill distributions and determining their impact on the cost, capability,
reliability, availability, etc. of the system. Ultimately a "desired"

manpower structure would be proposed for the system. (3) The design
implications of manpower requirements need to be fully developed, so that

the design concepts and characteristics which will yield the "desired"
manpower force can be specified in the contract statement of work. For this
research to have maximum validity, it should study the performance of

personnel at operational sites in relation to the design concepts of the
system. (4) Finally, methods are needed for periodically testing during
design and development for compliance of design with the manpower
requirement constraints.

vi
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTJON

A. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Although it is a commonplace that human error contributes signi-
ficantly to system breakdown or mission failure, it is equally well
known that human resources data (HRD) supplied during system development
(ie, those describing the quantity, type and functions of manpower
needed to operate and maintain an equipment effectively) often fail to
exercise a significant effect on that development.

The fact that engineers characteristically do not take human factors
inputs into consideration during equipment design has been documented
in a series of studies (Meister and Farri 1966, Meister and Sullivan,
1967, Meister, Sullivan and Askren, 1968, and Snyder and Askren, 1968).
It is also reported anecdotally by many human factors specialisTs
working on development projects.

Why does this condition exist? There are several possible expla-
nations. If the engineer does not make use of certain inputs, it may
be that these inputs do not contain the information he needs to make
design decisions; or the inputs may be late in reaching him and hence
cannot influence an already completed design; or else these inputs may
be formulated in terms which the engineer cannot understand and utilize.
Underlying these hypotheses is the assumption that, given the engineer's
eagerness to scrutinize as much information bearing on design as possible
(a fact which was demonstrated in Meister et al., 1968), an input which
fails to influence design fails to do so because it lacks some charac-
beristic required by the engineer.

lo study this problem it is necessary to investigate the conditions
under which HRD can and will be utilized by the engineer. The following
factors must be examined:

(1) The maicier in which the engineer designs, because human
resources inputs must fit into that process;

(2) The format or manner in which these inputs are supplied to
design engineers;

(3) The timing or sequence with whicn inputs are supplied;

(4+) The design-re..vancy of the data supplied;
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(5) The effect of manpower requirements as constraints on hard-
ware design;

(6) The availability of information as a whole tu the engineer
during the design process;

(7) The engineer's attitude toward the personnel aspects of the
system end to human resources data as inputs to design.

To study these factors human resources inputs must be presented
to engineers in different formats under controlled conditions in a
realistic design context. The designs they produce as a consequence
of different experimental treatments can then be related to the
factors described in these treatments.

Before considering the purpose of the present study it is necessary
to describe the authors' concept of Human Resources Data (HRD). Th-is
has been expressed graphically in Figure 1. There are two types of HRD:
(1) Manpower Requirements (MR), which specify the maximum number and
skill levels of personnel for whom the system is to be designed; (2)
Support Data (SD), eg, Quantitative and Qualitative Personnel Require-
ments Information (QQPRI), personnel availability, task and time line
analyses and training analyses. MR have -or should have- a direct
influence on the engineer by requiring him to modify his design to mcct
the manpower requirements, SD are the backup analyses which lead to
the development of MR, and which also serve as descriptive data explain-
ing the implications of MR to the engineer.

Note that SD do not directly influence design; that function is
reserved to MR. SD may, however, give rise to Support Requirements when
its analyses are transformed into descriptions of tasks for which the
system must be designed and the training which system personnel must
receive.

It should be noted that the effect of both MR and support require-
ments on design must be mediated by the determination of the human
resources-hardware relationships (design implications) of these requ-" rc:-
ments. When such implications are not explicitly developed and provi2.,
as guidelines to the engineer, the effect of MR and support requiremc: ==,
(particularly the latter) is largely nullified. In another study
Meister et al., 1969) it has been pointed out that the data describ.-ig

these design implications is largely lacking, which accounts for the
relatively weak influence quality manpower requirements and personnel
support data have had on previous design.

'it.
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B. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

This study bad two major purposes: (1) To test the hypothesis
that the quantity and timing of URD provided to design
engineers will influence the nature of their designs; and (2) to
investigate the effect upon design of differences in MR (manpower
quantity and quality requirements).

The present study is in large part a replication of a previous one
(Meister et al., 1968) to verify trends uncovered in the earlier study.
TMat study sought to determine the effect on system design of using
MR and SD as design inputs.

In that study equipment data and personnel inputs, egg quantity
and skill level of manning, and task information, were presented incre-
mentally to six design engineers in a simulation of the Phase 1A/1B
development of the Titan III propellant transfer and pressurization
subL.ysteL. Subjects were required to create a complete subsystem
design, including schematics, equipment descriptions, drawings and bills
of material.

It was found that MR and SD do influence the equipment config-
uration, but only moderately, because equipment design proceeds so
rapidly that HRD inputs presented incrementally inevitably lag design.
Engineers were found to be responsive only to inputs which are framed
as desigm requirements. Although MR inputs in terms of quantity (ie,
number of personnel) were readily grasped by engineers, they experienced
great difficulty in understanding and utilizing quality, ie, skill level,
inputs. The results of the study ind>,!ated that if personnel factors
are to be incorporated into design, HRD inputs must be supplied as
design requirements to the engineer in the statement of work (SOW) pre-
ceding design. On the basis of that study the following hypotheses
seemed in order.

(1) Design engineers approach their problems from the start, with
preconceived concepts and very rapidly organize their sub-
system designs in equipment terms. They proceed very quickly
through such initial system analytic stages as determination
of subsyZuem functions, allocation of functions between
equipment and personnel, and determination of equipment types
and functional characteristics. This approach appears to be
characteristic of all types of engineers, even those who are
highly sophisticated in system analysis. The stages so
compressed are those to which HRD should contribute, if HRD

, •is to have a significant impact on the basic nature of sub-
system design.

4
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(2) Because of the manner in which he designs, the primary source
of the engineer's design decisions appears to be the SOW with
which he begins design. His design is primarily affected by
the requirements and constraints expressed in the SOW.

(3) HRD inputs are utilized if they can be interpreted by the
engineer in terms of requirements or constraints, or if they
provide information about the subsystem which implies require-
ments or constraiits. This means that, as was pointed out
earlier, the design implications of MR and SD must be made
explicit by the human resources specialist in such a way that
the engineer readily recognizes them.

The implications of these hypotheses suggest that HRD inputs will
be maximally effective if they can be presented to the engineer as
design requirements or constraints withi-i the SOW. This is in line
with the concepts expressed by Eckstrand et al. '.1968) in their paper
on the changing philosophy of human resources engineering. Because the
design engineer so rapidly translates system requirements into hardware
equivalents, HRD inputs will be effective only to the extent that they
exercise the e.ontrol Eckstrand et. al. recognize as the next stage in
human resources engineering. Where HRD inputs are ineffective, 4t is
probably because these inputs fail to exercise as much crontrol as do
equipment inputs.

There appears to be some evidence also that design engineers, in
developing their basic subsystem concepts. have some general ideas of
the crew which they believe will operate and maintain the subsystem. It
would be extremely helpful, in defining HRD parameters more precisely
in the SOW, to investigate in greater detail the nature of the crew
concept whioh the engineer utilizes as the basis for his design. This
would enable investigators to redefine MR in terms which the designer
will more readily recognize as being design-relevant.

If the conclusions of that study are valid, then presentation of
more romprehensive HRD inputs to the engineer in the SOW, including
rigorous MR requirements, should lead to major differences in resultaIt
designs.

The goals of the study described in this report can therefore be
phrased as a series of questions to be answered:

(1) Will differences in amount and timing of HRD inputs result in
different design concepts?

(2) Will quantity (ie, number of personnel) constraints produce
different effects on design than quality (ie, skill level)
constraints?

5



(3) Will the imposition of MR constraints affect equipment charac-
teristics after the basic design concept has been developed?

(i) Will the removal of MR constraints affect equipment character-
istics after the basic design concept has been developed?

(5) Which HRD inputs are preferred and utilized by engineers and
at what stage in system development?

(6) How does the engineer's concept of manpower for his system
relate to his design and how does this concept relate to more
objective methods of predicting manpower (eg, Barton et al. 's,
1964 queuing model)?

The ultimate purpose of the present study is to derive from the
controlled testing of engineers certain human resources-hardware relation-
ships which would enable the Air Force to write more effective procurement
requirements. It is assumed that if, instead of general, non-enforceable
manpower provisions, explicit design-relevant statements of human
resource needs can be incorporated in procurement requirements, more
satisfactory equipment will be developed.

6
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SECTION II

TEST METHODOLOGY

A. GENERAL STRATEGY

The methodology employed in this study has been described in detail
in Meister et al., 1968. Hence only that information needed by the
reader who is unfamiliar with the preceding study will be presented in
this section.

The overall research strategy involves placing the engineer in a
realistic design situation in which he must solve a series of design
problems by using equipment and HRD information related to these
problems. In adapting this general methodology to the present study,
the following steps were performed:

(1) Selection of an already existent subsystem which could serve
as a model for the development of test inputs and outputs.

(2) Selection of appropriate engineer-subjects skilled in design
of the type of subsystem selected.

(3) Determination of the equipment and HRD inputs which are
characteristically provided during the system definition
phase of development.

(4) Development of HRD inputs.

(5) Determination of the sequence in which HRD inputs should be
provided.

(6) Determination of the design responses and outputs which the
,'ngineer-subjects should apply in attempting to solve the
design problems.

(7) Determinatioi of specific mcasures which could be used to
answer the questions which initiated the study.

ii
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B. DEVELOPMENT OF HE EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION

1. Selection of the Test Subsystem

A. Rationale

The initial step in the development of the experimental
situation was the selection of a subsystem which already
existed, if not in hardware form, then in the form of a
completed design. This subsystem could then be used as a
model to develop the necessary study inputs and outputs.

Me idea of using an already existent subsystem as a
model for test inputs has been found to be useful, for
several reasons:

(1) Both equipment and HRD inputs, the details of which
would otherwise be difficult to create if one had to
create them out of imagination, could be abstracted
from the original documentation.

(2) The amount of informational detail that should be
provided at the various stages of the experimental
subsystem development could be determined from the
original documentation.

(3) The face validity (i.e., realism) of the inputs could
be assured because they were produced in the original
subsystem design.

(4) �The design responses required of subjects could be
determined on the basis of the design outputs de-
veloped in the original subsystem.

B. Criteria for Selecting the Model Subsystem

The criteria for selection of the model subsystem were
as follows:

(1) The subsystem should be one in which personnel
functioning is important. For this reason it was
decided to select a maintenance subsystem. Since
many operator subsystems in present Air Force systems
are highly automated, it was considered that a
maintenance subsystem would offer a greater amount
of direct personnel-equipment interaction.

p•



(2) The subsystem should have an appropriate degree of
complexity. Overly simple subsystems were avoided
since the number of HRD inputs and their effect on
subsystem design would be minimal. At the same time
an overly complex subsystem would make it difficult
to supply the necessary design inputs within the time
schedule established.

(3) The subsystem should be one whose development pro-
ceeded in accordance with AFSCM 375-5 (USAF,,1964).
AFSCM 375-5 was utilized as a framework for the
development of the experimental HRD inputs because
Air Force systems are presently required to be
developed in the spirit, if not to the letter, of
AFSCM 375-5.

(4) The unclassified records of the model subsystem should
be complete enough to minimize the developuent of
new material (as opposed to the editing or revision
of old material).

(5) The subsystem should be recently included in the Air
Force inventory, or under development, so that the
inputs would take advantage of recent technical
developments in the state of the art.

C. The Subsystem Selected

With these criteria in mind, several alternative subsystems
were considered and evaluated before the investigators selected
the model subsystem.

The subsystem selected for simulation was the unclassified
aspects of the Aerospace Ground Equipment (AcIO) of the AGM-69A,
the SPAM. The AGM-69A is an air to ground missile designed to
be launched from the B-52 bomber. It is presently under
development by the Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington.

The specific equipment to be designed by the engineer
subjects was the electronic test equipment used to check out
the status of the missile priuw t5o its installation on the
aircraft, to troubleshoot the missile if any malfunctions
were found in pre-installation checkout, and to check out
missile-related aircraft systems. Unclassified details of
the required characteristics of the ACGM-69A test equipment
may be found in Appendix I.

9



2. Selection of Subjects

The eight engineers who made up the subject population for
this study were selected from the test engineering department of
the Marquardt Corporation, Van Nuys, California. Engineers were
selected from this company because the design of the maintenance
equipment for the AGM-69A required the selection of personnel
skilled in the design of test equipment used to check out missiles
and missile-related equipment.

An analysis of the education and experience background of the
subjects is presented in Table I. The subjects are considered to
be essentially equivalent in terms of relevant experience to those
of the earlier study (Meister et al., 1968). They are also con-
sidered on the basis of their verbal responses during the experiment
to be similar to the 36 engineers tested earlier in studies described
in Meister and Farr, 1966, Meister and Sullivan, 1967 and Meister
et al., 1968. The average amount of experience is 15.7 years, with
no subject having less than 8. Beyond a certain experience level,
represented by the present subject group, differences in years vf
experience are felt to have little or no significance for design
output.

3. Determination of Equipment Inputs

A. Description of Inputs

In addition to HRD inputs, equipment inputs were provided
to serve as the context for the HRD inputs as well as the
information base for the design. These included the following:

(1) Statement of work which initiated subsystem develop-
ment.

(2) System and equipment functionaJ flow diagrams (at

successive levels of detail).

(3) Requirements Allocation± Sheets (RAS).

(4) Descriptions of equipment characteristics.

Few changes were made to the original specification for the
AGM-69A test equipment and then only to facilitate its use by
subjects. Significant changes were made in the phraseology of
section 5.. (Personnel Manning Requirements) to implement the
various experimental treatments in the study. Changes were also

$
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TABLE I

SLUBJECT EDUCATION AND EXFIENCE

Subject Education Years of Experience

Y BSEE 12

L BSEE 11

F BS 17

Mc IEFE 12

M0  BSEE 8

Ma BSEE 21

K BSEE 22

W BS 23

15.7

2.1
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made to the reliability and maintainability sections of the
section, since the original specification for the test equip-
ment did not contain subsystem reliability/maintainability
requirements. The values supplied were based on those found
for similar test equipment in other systems.

To develop the equipment inputs, unclassified documentation
produced during the development of the AGM-69A was examined,
courtesy of the Boeing Company and ACG-69A System Project
Office; pertinent material was extracted and prepared as shown
in Appendix I. To ensure technical accuracy and completeness
of the equipment inputs provided to the subjects, they were
reviewed by the Chief Design Engineer of The Marquardt
Corporation, and required revisions were incorporatcd.

All inputs were provided in complete form except where it
was desired that the subject solve a problem which required
him to develop or complete some part of the input. For example,
if system functions on Requirements Allocation Sheets were to
be analyzed by the subject to determine appropriate equipment
characteristics, all necessary data were included on the sheets
except for those dealing with the equipment characteristics.
Complete inputs were provided because the designers were not
expected to be able to develop all the documentation which
would ordinarily be developed due to the time-scale involved
in the simulation. Moreover, all HRD inputs were presented in
toto, since designers do not ordinarily develop such inputs and
do not have the experience needed to do so.

B. Input Presentation Ground Rules

The following ground rules were followed:

(1) All inputs to subjects were supplied in written form,
except where immediate circumstances (e.g., answers
to questions asked by the subject during the test
session) made this impossible. Any input provided
orally was documented immediately following its
transmission.

(2) Instructions to subjects were provided verbally, but
they were allowed to read the same instructions in
written form; and those written instructions were
available to him throughout the test session.

[ 12



4. Development of HRD Inputs

The HJRD inputs selected for presentation to subjects were
those which are developed as a result of analyses performed during
Phases lA/1B of the System Definition Stage and prior to the
Acquisition Phase of System Development. Consequej1.ly, wnether
provided either as part of the SOW or incrementally, they were of
a general, nature describing system functions rather than those
describing molecular human engineering details relevant to hardware
components. Previous studies have indicated that the basic design
is "frozen" prior to Acquisition; human engineeriaig inputs therefore
represent only minor refinements to the Phase 1A/lB design.

According to AFSCM 375-5 human factors inputs should be avail-
able prior to the issuance of an RFP to the.contractor. From that
standpoint it was considered appropriate that for one of the two
subject groups these inputs should be included in their SOW before
these subjects began their design.

In practice, however, the Air Force often delegates to a con-
tractor the responsibility for developing these inputs after design
has begun. When this occurs, HRD inputs are usually provided to
the design engineer on an incremental basis. From that standpoint
it was considered legitimate to present these inputs to a second
group of subjects on an incremental basis.

The HEl) inputs provided are listed in Table II and are also
presented in Appendix I.

Material supplied in the SOW is listed in Table III.

5. Determination of the Sequence of Providing HRD Inputs

A. Simulation of the Development Process

System development, either as formally defined by AFSCM
375-5 or as actually practiced, is a process of multiple
iterations; however, it has been documented (Meister et al.,
1968) that the basic design concept is developed very early
in the iterative cycle, and that subsequent iterations only
serve to refine the basic design concept.

For this reason is was felt that the design simulation
could be compressed into four 4-hour sessions without any
great loss of precision in the experimental results. For one
group of subjects (called the Omnibus group) all MR and PSD
inputs were supplied as part of the SOW with which they began
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TABLE II

LIST AND DEFINITION OF

HUMAN RESOURCES DATA. INPUTS

I. MANPOWER REQUIREMNTS

Item Definition

(1) Number of personnel Quantity of personnel required to
perform subsystem operations,
defined in terms of maximum number
allowed.

(2) Skill level Air Force skill levels allowed for
the task.

II. SUPPORT DATA

Item Definition

(1) Lists of personnel tasks Tasks defined in terms of personnel
functions and equipment acted upon.

(2) Personnel/equipment flow Diagrams illustrating the sequencing
diagrams and interrelationships among tasks.

(3) Personnel/equipment Description of equipment character-
analyses istics required by tasks or effect of

equipment characteristics on task
performance.

(4) QQPRI Data including:

(a) Proficiency Skill characteristics which personnel
should possess to perform the job
satisfactorily.

(b) Skill type Characteristics of the job to be
performed in terms of demands upon
personnel.

(c) Personnel Definitions of AFSC type possessing
availability necessary qualifications to perform

the job, together with the probabil-
ity of such personnel being available
for the job.

14



TABLE II (Continued)

LIST AND DEFINITION OF

HUMAN RESOURCES DATA. NPrUTS

Item Definition

(5) Training requirements,
including:

(a) Anticpated training Time needed to train to given leveltime of proficiency.

(b) Require- ?titude Job skills which training should
provide.

(6) Task analysis, including:

(a) Task structure Task description in terms of function
and equipment operated or maintained
(See Item II (1)).

(b) Task criticality Consequences of task being performed
incorrectly or not at all.

(c) Team performance Number of personnel required to
perform the task.

(d) Probability of Quantitative estimate of probabilitysuccessiul task that the task will be completed success-completion fully by personnel (the converse,
error probability, also is provided).

(e) Task location Approximate physical area (e.g., flight
line, shop) in which the task must be
performed.

(f) Task duration Estimate of the time required to
perform a task.

(g) Difficulty index Estimated difficulty of task defined
in terms of error probability and
response time.

(7) Time-line analysis, Distribution over time, includingincluding task frequency overlaps, of individual task

durations.
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TABLE III

STATEMENT OF WORK CONTENTM

* 1. Description of system requirements

* 2. Equipment requirements

* 3. Top level flow diagrams

4. Lists of personnel functions and tasks

5- Maximum number of personnel or skill level requirements

6. Task descriptions (eg, material contained in preliminaxy and
full scale QQIWRI)

7. Personnel availability data

8. Task characteristics

9. Time line analysis

10. Position descriptiocns

Ui. Preliminary training requirements

The asterisk (*) indicates what was included in the SOW for those
subjects receiving HRD inputs incrementally. The remainder of the
data were provided to these subjucts progressively throughout the
study. Other subjects received all SOW contents at the start of
the study.
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design. For the comparison subjects (called the Incremental
group) only a minimal MR requirement was supplied in the Saw
and HRD inputs were delayed until the third and fourth sessions.
The minimal MR requirement and the delay in HRD inputs were
considered characteristic of present practice in system
development.

All equipment information was provided to all subjects as
part of the SOW.

Table IV presents the sequence of test inputs and outputs
for design of the experimental subsystem.

B. Test Procedure

The general procedure for the individual sessions was to
determine the effect of a particular input on the design task.
At the start of each session, the engineer was told his design
task, the inputs available to him were described, and he was
asked to review them (in the event he had not reviewed them since
he was first handed them at the close of the previous session).
The subject then performed his design task.

About a half hour before the end of the session (unless he
obv-Uoasly was not finished, in which case the session would be
continued to the following week), the subject was informed that
his work was to be reviewed. His output then was reviewed by
the investigator with him to elicit any additional information
and particularly the reasons why particular design features were
incorporated. At the same time, the subject was questioned
to determine whether: (1) he thought the input was useful, (2)
the input was understandable and meaningful, (3) he used the
input in deriving his design product, (4) the format of the
input was satisfactory, (5) the timing of the input was
appropriate, and (6) any additional information was needed.

At the close of the session he was handed the inputs for
the next session and asked to study them if he had sufficient
time.

The progressive development of the experimental subsystem
was simulated by scheduling each subject individually for a
minimum of four weekly three-to-four-hour sessions (the length
of the session depending on their speed). For the Incremental
group this perr ,tted the progressive inputting of HRD according
to the schedule described in Table IV. The subject had avail-

able to him at each successive test session all the data

17



TABLE TV

SEQUENCE OF TEST INPeTS AND OUTPUTS

FOR DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SUBSYSTEM

Introductory Session

Session 1

Inputs

Omnibus Group: Complete SOW
Incremental Group: Partial SOW
Output Required: Describe how maintenance will be accomplished

and provide a detailed flow diagram of ground
operations

Session 2

Inputs

Omnibus Group: None
Incremental Group: None
Output Required: Identify elements of AGE required to perform the

maintenance needed; provide functional descriptions
of what each individual functional equipment is
supposed to do.

Session 3

Inputs

Omnibus Group: None
Incremental Group: Third level equipment and personnel flow diagrams.
Output Required: Supply equipment descriptions of individual AGE

elements

18



TA3LE IV" (Continued)

SEQUENCE OF TEST INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
FOR DESIGN OF THE EXPEXIWTAL SUBSYSTEM

Session 4

Inputs

Omnibus Group: None 
iIncremental Group: Task analysis and QQIM (position descriptions,

training requirements and personnel availability
statements)Output Required: Complete detailed description of maintenance
equipment

19



(and his previous design outputs) from preceding sessions. At
each session, the subject was asked to supply certain design
outputs which the investigators hypothesized should be affected
by the HRD input for that session.

6. Determination of Design Outputs

A. qTpes of Outputs

The response secured from the subjects fell into two general
classes, attitudinal or subjective outputs, and application, or
product outputs.

When an HRD input was first presented to a -ubject he was
asked (after he had reviewed the input) to indicate his personal
response to the input. By this is meant that the investigators
sought to determine how the subject felt about his immediate
input; whether he understood it, and if not, why; whether he
felt he could use the input, and if not, why, etc. Since the
engineer must first be positively motivated to accept an input
before he applies it, subjective responses were secured before
proceeding to more objective outputs.

After the subject completed his subjective evaluation of
the input, he was required to make use of the input by nerforming
some engineering 'aalysis or developing some engineering output,
such as a drawirg to which the HRD input was related. He was
required to ctke use of the HRD input even though he may have
indicated earlier that he could make little use of it. This
was because his subjective response might or might not be
related to his objective output.

B. Subjective Outputs

The kinds of subjective outputs to be sought of the subject

were as follows:

(1) Preference responses, e.g., I like/do not like the input.

(2) Utility responses, e.g., I can/cannot apply the input
to system design.

(3) Knowledge -esponses, e.g., I understand/do not under-
stand the input.

20



(4) Implication responses, e.g., I draw the following
implications from the input; the following consequences
result from the input.

(5) Schedule responses, e.g., the input is too early/too
late/just in time.

(6) Impact (effect) responses, e.g., my design is/is not
influenced by the input.

(7) Format responses, e.g., I would prefer the input to
be in ýne following format.

Although there was some slight overlap among these responses,
each of these response types was considered separately because
they could be combined in different ways, such as understanding
an input but rejecting it as being inappropriately timed.

C. Product Outputs

Because the study was concerned only with the basic design
concept, product outputs were largely of an analytic or decision-
m type, eg, determinatLon of functions, specification of
equipment characteristics and operating modes. These were ex-
pressed in terms of lists of functions to be performed by the
system, equipment descriptions, equipment flow diagrams and
procedures for operating the test equipment.

7. Determination of Specific Measures

Measures of the effect of MR and SD inpUts on subsystem
design include the following:

1. Number and skilJ level of personnel estimated as required
by subjects.

2. Number and skill level of personnel required by subjects'
designs.

3. Number and types of manually operated equipment required
by subjects.

4. Number of automated equipments required.

5. Number and type of special purpose equipment.



6. Number of engineers in each group designing ai 'omated/
non-automated configurations.

7. Number and type of design changes made after manpower

requirements are changed.

8. Number of controls and displays required by subjects.

9. Number of manual operations specified.

10. Inter-subject variability.

To understand the rationale for these measures, it is
necessary to consider them in terms of the overall experimental
design of the study. This study design and related measures are
discussed in detail in the following section.
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C. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To explain the reason why the experimental design for this study
was created the way it was and the reasons for the various analyses
which were performed, this subsection has been organized in terms of
thc specific study goals listed in Section I.

1. Will differences in amount and timing of HRD inputs result in
different design concepts%

The basic hypothesis was that engineers receiving highly compre-
hensive SOW's, including all the HRD inputs considered necessary for
system design, would create design concepts different from those
engineers who received incremental HRD inputs.

To test this hypothesis the eight subjects were divided into two
groups o? Zour. The Omnibus group received all of its inputs, in-
cluding HRD, prior to beginning design. It received no additional
inputs throughout the remainder of the study. The Incremental group
received prior to beginning design a basic SOW, including all equipment
inputs and, of the HRD inputs, only a minimally restrictive manning
requirement. In sessions 3 and 4 the Incremental group received the
remainder of its HRD inputs.

Presumably, if the difference in amount and timing of the HRD
inputs influenced design, it would be reflected in the basic design con-
cept the engineer created. In addition to the actual design output for a
system which would implement design requirements, subjects were asked
to decide which of three concepts (manual, semi-automatic, or auto-
matic operation) would best solve the design problem. The overall
subsystem design could then be evaluated to determine in which of the
three categories it belonged. Differences between the two groups
could be evaluated by comparing the frequency of particular types of
design concepts produced by subjects. Where changes in treatment
conditions occurred (ie, in sessions 3 and 4), it is possible to
determine what modifications, if any, were made to the design output
of sessions 1 and 2.

The effect of differences in amount and timing of HRD inputs
could also be determined qualitatively by the following questions
which were asked following the first design session:*

* A complete list of questions asked after each design session is
presented as part of Appendix I.
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1. Did you have enough information in the SOW to develop the
design concept%

2. Enough equipment information? Enough personnel information?

3. Is this equipment information characteristic of SOW's you
work to?

4. Is this personnel information characteristic of SOW's you
work to?

5. What information that you did not have would you wish to have?

6. Was the information in the SOW useful in helping you decide
upon your system configurations? Has enough information been
included in the personnel requirements statement? (For the
Omnibus group only): What design implications would you
draw from the personnel requirements?

7. What information would you ordinarily have at the start of
design%

8. What items of information in the SOW particularly affected
your design decisions? Why?

9. What was the effect of personnel requirements on your design
concept?

At the conclusion of the second design session the following
relevant questions were asked:

1. Have the equipment requirements acted in any way to constrain
your design concept? If so, how'?

2. Have the personnel req, Arements acted in any way to constrain
your design concept? If so, how-?

3. What equipment and personnel information which has not been
provided to you would you wish to have? Why?

Individual session by session effects c ',I be discerned by means
of the responses to these questions.

A word about the rationale for these questions. It was considered
possible that because they received only the basic SOW, the Incremental
group might also feel that the minimally restrictive personnel
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requirement did not provide very useful information. One might also
find that the different personnel requirements affected the design
concepts of the two groups differentially.

2. Will quantity constraints produce different effects on design
than quality constraints?

Manpower requirements are of two types: quantity (ie, number
of personnel) and quality (ie, skill level). The previous study
indicated that both of these requirements would exercise an effect
only if they were formulated as constraints on design. The quantity
requirement would therefore have to be phrased in the following
manner: equipment must be designed so that no more than N personnel
will be required to operate/maintain the equipment. The quality
requirement would have to be phrased as: equipment must be designed
so that it can be operated/maintained by personnel with a 3 (5, or 7)
-level skill capabilit-,

TNo questions can be asked. One may ask whether one type of MR
is more constraining than another. This question would be important
in evaluating the relative emphasis to be placed on an MR in tradeoff
decisions.

One can also ask whether a detailed stringent MR has more effect
on system design than one which is phrased in general terms only.

In order to determine the differential effect of the two types
of constraints, the two major groups (Omnibus and Incremental) were
further subdivided into two halves. Two of the Omnibus and two of
the Incremental subjects were asked to design to the quantity con-
straint. Two of the Omnibus and two of the Incremental subjects were
asked to design to the quality constraints. The Omnibus subgrouping
occurred in the first session; the Incremental subgrouping, in the
third session.

This further subdivision produced the following subgroups:

O-N: Omnibus subgroup receiving only the personnel quantity
constraint.

The requirement levied on this subgroup was as follows:

"5.1 Personnel Manning Requirements

Use of AGE for the maintenance and testing of any indi-
vidual system, subsystem or component of the missile and
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associated missile-carrier aircraft shall not require more
than two operators--one at or in the aircraft and one at the
checkout or test equipment."

O-S: Omnibus subgroup receiving only the skill level con-,

straint. The requirement levied on them was as follows:

"5.1 Personnel Manning Requirements

Equipment shall be designed to be operated by military
technicians with an Air Force Speciality Code three-level
skill only (see Appendix for definition of skill levels)."

Incremental Group

The Incremental group was not subdivided in the first
two sessions. They received and functioned for the first two
sessions under the following minimal personnel requirements:

"5.1 Personnel Manning Requirements

Equipment design shall minimize the quantity and skill
level of military personnel required to operate the equipment."

3. Will Ile imposition of MR constraints affect equipment char-
acteristics after the basic design concept has been developed?

The Air Force sometimes redefines its system requirements
during the development of the system. The purpose of asking question
(3) above is to determine the effect on design when such a reorien-
tation occurs. Moreover, the effect of adding personnel requirements
would help to indicate how influential MR constraints can be.

In the first two design sessions the Omnibus group had received
differential MR constraints. Half the group was constrained to
design to the 3-skill level (skill constraint or O-S group). The
other half was constrained to design for a crew of two men (number
constraint or O-N group). To test the effect of imposing additional
design requirements, the subgroup constrained by the skill require-
ment (0-S) now also had to design for two men. The subgroup
constrained to design for two men (0-N) now had also to design for
a 3-skill level.

The additional requirements were added in the following manner:
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"At this time the Air Force customer has decided to makc his
personnel requirements a bit more stringent than they were when you
started your design.

"(0-N Group) If you look at section 5.1 of your SOW which
describes operator requirements, you will see the following state-
ment:

"Use of AGE for the maintenance and testing of any individual
system, subsystem or component of the missile and associated
missile-carrier aircraft shall not require more than two operators--
one at or in the aircraft and one at the checkout or test equipment."

"In order to minimize the skill level of the oersonnel needed
to operate the maintenance ground equipment, the Air Force has
levied the following additional requirement upon you:

"Equipment shall be designed to be operated by military
technicians with a three-skill level only." (Please refer to the
definition of skill levels included in the Appendix to the SOW.)

"(0-S Group) If you look at section 5.1 of your SOW which
describes operator requirements, you will see the following state-
merit:

"Equipment shall be designed to be operated by military tech-
nicians with a three-skill level only."

"In order to minimize the number of personnel needed to operate
the maintenance ground equipment, the Air Force has levied the
following additional requirement upon you:

"Use of AGE for the maintenance and testing of any individual
system, subsystem or component of the missile and associated
missile-carrier aircraft shall not require more than two operators--
one at or in the aircraft and one at the checkout or test equipment."

"In this session we ask you to review the design concepts you
created previously in the light of the additional requirements
imposed upon you, and to make such changes as you feel would be
necessary to bring your design in accordance with the added person-
nel requirements."

At the conclusion of the session the following questions were
asked:

1. Did the additional personnel requirements make any difference
to your design? If so, what changes did you make?
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2. What design implications did you draw from the added
personnel requirements?

3. Are these added requirements too stringent? Easy to handle?

4. Was there enough information provided in the added require-
ment?

5. What information would you wish included in the personnel
requirements section of the SOW?.

In the third session the Incremental zroup was subdivided in
the same fashion as the Omnibus group in the first session. This
produced the following subgroups:

I-N: Incremental subgroup receiving only the personnel
quantity constraint.

I-S: Incremental subgroup receiving only the skill level
constraint.

These constraints were levied in the following manner:

"In this session we are able to provide you with additional
information secured from the Air Force. This information describes
the personnel requirements to which you should design; in addition,
the Air Force has made a number of analyses, included in an Appendix
to the SOW, which describe what they think the maintenance techni-
cians in the system under design would be doing.

"Please replace section 5.1 of your SOW which describes
operator requirements with the following statement:

"(I-N Group) Use of AGE for the maintenance and testing of any
individual system, subsystem or component of the missile and associated
missile-carrier aircraft shall not require more than two operators--
one at or in the aircraft and one at the checkout or test equipment.

"(I-S Group) Equipment shall be designed to operate by military

technicians with a three-skill level only. (The definition of skill
levels is included in the Appendix.)

"In this session we ask you to review the design concepts you
Lreated previously in the light of the additional requirements and
information now provided, and to make such changes as you feel would
be necessary to bring your design in accord with the more stringent
personnel requirements."
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At the conclusion of the session the following questions (among
others) were asked:

1. Did the revised personnel requirements make any difference
to your design? If so, what changes did you make?

2. What design implications would you draw from these require-

ments?

3. Are these requirements too stringent? Too easy?

4. (I-N Group) What level of skilled personnel would you need
to have to run your system under the personnel requirements
imposed? Why?

5. (I-S Group) What number of personnel would you need to have
t-1 run your system under the personnel requirements imposed?
Why?

The effect of imposing these requirements on the subgroups could
be tested by analyzing any changes made in subsystem design and also
by responses to the questions asked following the design session.

4. Will the removal of MR constraints affect equipment characteris-
tics after the basic design concept has been developed?

This question is parallel with that of question (3). If MR had
earlier constrained equipment design, then removal of the MR should
lead to design changes. Such design changes would provide additional
evidence for the influence of MR on design.

To study this problem all personnel constraints were removed
from all subjects in the fourth design session. Instructions were
provided in the following manner:

"Up to this point in time you have designed your systems to
rather stringent personnel constraints. In this session we would
like you to consider that all personnel constraints have been elim-
inated. In other words, consider that you are able to design for
an unlimited number of personnel and any skill level which you think
you might need. Please review your design concepts from this stand-
point. In the eveýnt that you restricted your designs to fit the
personnel constraints, indicate what changes in your designs you
would wish to make, now that these restrictions have been voided.
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"(For incremental groups ornly: To help you in your design,
additional information is now available from the Air Force describing
its analyses of anticipated personnel characteristics and the tasks
maintenance men would perform.)"

After the engineer had completed his task, the following
questions were asked:

1. For incremental groups only: Did the additional information
provided by the Air Force help any? Did it affect your
design solution in any way? If so, in what way? If not,
why not?

2. Did lifting the personnel restrictions influence you in any
way in changing your designs? In what way'? If not, why
not?

3. We had made the assumption that the personnel requirements
constrained your previous design in some ways. Is this
true? How had these requirements affected your design?

4. Did your preferred design change any over the past four
sessions when personnel requirements were changed? In what
way? Why'? If not, why not?

5. Do you feel that these personnel requirements are realistic?
Unrealistic? Would you rather not be constrained in this
way' Why not?

6. If you had to trade off personnel number and skill level,
how would you do it? In other words, if you had a choice
between fewer skilled technicians or more unskilled per-
sonnel, which would you prefer? If you had more highly
skilled technicians, could you use fewer people? If you
had fewer people, would a higher skill level make up for
the small size of the crew?

5. Which HRD inputs are preferred and utilized by engineers and at
what stage in system development?

Obviously it would be useful to determine which HRD inputs
receive greater or lesser acceptance by engineers. Knowing this it
would be possible to examine those inputs which were not being
accepted in order to improve them.

An answer to this question could be derived in two ways: (a)
through the responses made by subjects to the questions asked
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following each design session; an•d (b) through a paper and puncil
test of HRD preference administered following completeion of the
design.

The following questions asked following the design sessions
are pertinent to the problem:

1. What design implications would you draw form the personnel
flow diagrams; skill descriptions; from the QQPRI?

2. What equipment and personnel information which has not

been provided to you would you wish to have? Why?

3. Are the skill level definitions understandable?

4. Did the additional information provided by the Air Force
help any? Did it affe~ct your design sclution in any way?
If not, why not?

To determine at precisely what stage of system development
HRD inputs were most useful a questionnaire test (HRD inputs Test)
was developed. This is described in Section III.

6. How does the engineer's concept of manpower for his system
relate to his design and how does this concept relate to more
objective methods of predicting manpower (eg, Barton et al.'s
(1964) queuing model)?

See APPENDIX III.

Summary of Experimental Design

The experimental design for the study can now be summarized in
Table V which describes each of the two groups, the conditions under
which they designed and the inputs provided to them.

In sessions 1 and 2 comparisons are made betweer the Omnibus
and Incremental groups to test the effect of different amounts of
HRD information and different personnel requirements (restrictive
vs. non-restrictive).
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In session 3 the comparisons are as follows:

(1) Between the Omnibus group responses of session 3 and Omnibus
group responses of sessions 1 and 2; to see if the added
personnel requirements affect design responses;

(2) Between O-N+S and O-S+N responses in session 3; to see whether
adding different personnel requirements produces a different.al
effect on design responses;

(3) Between the I-N and I-S subgroup responses of session 3 and
the Incremental responses of sessions 1 and 2; to see if tight-
ening up personnel requirements and providing added personnel
information will change design characteristics;

(4) Between I-N and I-S responses in session 3, to study th. effect
of different personnel requirements.

In session 4 the comparison is between session 4 Ominbus and Ircre-
mental responses and those of earlier sessiu-s; to see if removing
personnel constraints will affect existing designs.

The experimental design associated different amounts of information
with varying personnel requirements, so that the Incremental group not
only had less HRD information than the Omnibus group, but also had a
much weaker personnel requirement. As a consequence, it is impossible,
except in a qualitative way, to differentiate the two conditions. The
"conditions were combined deliberately. Realistically, weak personnel
requirements tend to accompany incremental HRD inputs. Although the
reverse cannot be said to be true (i.e., that strong personnel recqire-
ments are associated with earlier HRD, primarily because this s~cuation
is almost never found in actual procurement), the latter situation
represents an ideal which the authors considered useful to contrast with
the present situation. The point is not whether differences in personnel
requirements are more important than up-to-date HRD, or what the effect
of each is separately, but whether, as a cotal input package compre-
hensive HRD plus strong MR will lead to more effective designs than the
present system. What is being studied is a complex of factors, not
single variables.
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SECTIOIN III

RIEULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

Before proceeding to the 3pecf.fic btudy results, it may Le helpful
to the readur if he refers to kppenceix II, (page 117) which presents
some representative design outputs which subjects produced and which
will give him a better "feel" 4or the nature of the design process. The
following is a list of outputs illustrated in Appendix HI:

(1) Tradeoff Decision-Making Matrix;
(2) System description;
(3) F.ow diagram of system inputs and outputs;
(4) Equipment operating procedure.

Because of the complexity of the study results, we will summarize
the study results before we proceed to detailed results, in which the
results cre categorized by the individlual quest ons which the study
sought to answer.

TABLE VI

SUMMARY TABLE OF RESULTS

EXPERJIMENTAL QUESTiuNS

1. .ll differences in amount and timing of HRD inputs result in
different design concents?

The anier is YE as indicated below.

Group Design Concert Manual 2No. of Manpower Estimated by
1(4 designers Features d Test Sets S.ubjeczs-)*

each)__ Quantity 6kill

Omn'hus 3 automatic 166 22 21* 3-a level
(ii data 1 semi-automatic 10-5 level
in SLate- 6-7 level
ment of 2-9 level
Work)

Incremental 3 semi-automatic 77 23.5 16
(data in J 1 autom&tic 6-3 lcvel
stages) 8-5 level

2-7 levelI0-9 level

Contains one "don't know". - Includes both flight li.:e and shop
ThIs juestion is fuarther discuss"rd in paragraphs 1, 2, , 1 of the nan_-r
of results.
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2. Will quantity constraints produce different effects on design than
guality constraints?

The answer is YE, as indiated below.

Group Manpower Estimated by

(4 designers Design Corcept Manual No. of Subjects Yx*

each) Feature', Test Sets Quantity Skill

Quantity 3 automatic 1O3* -15.5 22 2-3 level
Constraint 1 semi-automatic 11-5 level

7-7 level
2-9 level

Skill 3 semi-automatic
Constrainu 1 automatic 133 29 15"* 7-3 level

7-5 l-vel

1-7 level
___0-9 level

* Incomplete data on one subject
*- Contains one "don't know"

SIncludes both flight line and shop.
This question is discassed further in paragraphs 4 and 12 of the summary
of results.

3. Will the imp sition of Mil constraints affect equipment characteristics
after the basic design 2,ncept nas been developed?

The answ~r i3 YES, as indica ,d below.

Grour MR Constraint Added Change
Yes No

Onnibus .,antity xx
Quality x x

increment• i Quantity x x

Quality xx

This question is further discussed ½n paragraphs 7 -.nd 5,



4. Will the removal of MR constraints affect equipment characteristics
after the basic design concept has been developed?

The answer is NO. This question is further discussed in paragraph 9.

5. Which HRD .,nputs are preferred and actually utilized by enlgineers
and at what stage of developnent?

Most HMD information and requirements should be provided at the
start of design if they are to be utilized.

This question is further discussed in paragraphs 5, 10 and 11.

6. How does the engineer's concept of manpower for his system relate to
his design and how does this concept relate to more objective methods
of predicting raanpower?

This question is further discussed in paragraph 6 and Appendix III.

L. SUJ1ARY OF RESULTS

1. Analysis of the types of subsystems developed by subje :ts
indicates a substantial difference between the Omnibus and Incremental
groups. Three of the four Omnibus desigas were automatic; three of the
four Incremental designs wtre semi-automatic. The difference between
the two groups fails to be statistically significant, primarily because
of the small number of subjects involved. However, it would appear that
tne timing and amount of HRD plus the different pers onncl requirements
had some influence on the type of subsystems developed.

2. The Omnibus group also produced significantly (at the .005
level) more manual features in their designs than did the Incremental
group. Differences between the two groups in terms o, manpower required
were also significant at the .08 level. There were no appreciable
differences between the groups with regard to the number of test sets
developed. However, the number of test sets developed by subjects
ranged from 1 to 10, suggesting that one can expect in the normal design
situation considerable variability in design solutions.

3. Six of the eight subjects (three in each group) reported that
the personnel requirements imposed did affect their design decisions.
However, as they saw the design situation, reliability, amount of work
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required and time constraints were the primary factors in determining the
type of subsystem developed. Personnel requirements on their own were
not important enough to dictate design decisions, but did combine with
other factors to force the design concept adopted.

4. 'Te type of manpower requirement imposed also appeared to
make some difference to subjects who were differentially constrained by
number and ,kill level. The number of test sets developed was sibstant-
ially greater for subjects receiving the skill restricticn (.17 level of
significance). Skill restricted subjects also produced more manual
design features (at the .11 level). Skill restricted subjects also
required fewer ,ersonnel with lower skill levels (significant at the .09
level). The latter two points, in particular, suggest that the skill
restriction may •e more influential on design than the number restriction.

5. As in previous studies, engineers selected their basic concept
very rapidly. Only one of the subjects failed to establish his preferred
design concept in the first session.

6. Subji-,cts experienced little difficulty in determining a level
of manning whiui. they considered appropriate to +b.- eubsystem they ha-!
designed. Omnibus subjects in general required a higher skill level and

a larger crew than did Incremental subjects, a finding which suggests
that the MR and HRD inputs provided this group had some influence on
their manpower estimates. Engineers feel that a higher level of skill
and more personnel are required in the shop, primarily because more
manual, troubleshooting functions are performed in the shop.

7. The additional HRD information provided to the Incrementa2
group in the third session either resulted in a design change or would
have assisted (had it been provided earlier) in developing the design
concept.

8. The ataitional MR constraints imposed on the Omnibus group i-n
the third session did require engineers to make some changes in design
concept. However, the fact that engineers resist making design changes
after their design has been formalJlzed (also found to be true in previous
studies) tended to reduce the extent of changes demanded by the new MUR
constraints. Much the same effect was found for the Incremental group.

9. Removal of the ýM constraints did not ir six cases out of
st ven cause changes in design concepts, although some subjects notea
that if the MR constraints had originally not existed, their design
would have been somewhat different. This result is entirely in accord
with earlier studies which suggest the relative inflexibility of design
concepts once they are formalized.
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10. All subjects indicated that they would prefer most HRD infor-
mation and requirements to be provided at the start of design. Failure
to supply this information leads to some lack of clarity for engineer
and non-utility of this information when provided later in 4esign. The
following items of personnel information are particularly desired as
soon as possible:

(1) Maxi'cm number of personnel for which equipment is to be
designed;

(2) Description of jobs personnel will have to perform;
(3) Personnel skill level;
(4) Number and type of personnel to be made available to run the

system.

11. Although engineers desire as much information about the system
as possible, and although this information does affect their design
concept, they have difficulty verbalizing design implications from the
information. TIhis suggests that it is necessary for the human resources
specialist to specify for the engineer in the SOW the design implications
of the HRD the former provides.

12. The engineer suhjecbs in this study almost unanimously felt
that skill was of greater significance to the operation of the system
than the number of personnel available. Skill can compensate for lack
of personnel, but additional personrnel cannot compensate for lack of
skill.

13. In general, the results of this study verify the hypotheses
advanced as an output of the previous study: that amount, timing and
nature of the personnel information supplied to design engineers will
exercise some effect on the design concept.
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C. DETAILED RESULTS

The effect of amount and timing of HRD inputs on design are
sum•marized in Table VII and are described in detail in the
following pages.

TABI VII

THE EFFECT OF AMOUNT AND TIMING OF HUMAN

RESOURCES DATA INPUTS ON DESIGN

Design Design Average Average Average Manpower
Group Concept* No. of** No. of Required

(4 each) Manual Test
Features Sets Quantity Skill Value

Omnibus 3 automatic 50.3 5.5 5.5 38.5
(all data
in SOW) 1 semi-auto.

Incremental 1 automatic 17.5 6.0 6.0 42.5
(data in
stages) 3 semi-auto.

=difference significant at .23 level

* = difference significant at .005 level.
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1. Will differences in amount and timing of HRD inputs result in
different design concepts?

The answer to this question is determined by the nature of the
system designs produced by subjects of the two groups. Subjects
werE asked at the start of the study to make tradeoff decisions
among an automatic, semi-automatic and manual design.

In accordance with what has been learned previously concerning
the speed with which basic design concepts are developed by engineers,
(and the propensity for automatizing equipment) all subjects immedi-
ately iejected the manual design possibility. The reasons for
rejecting the manual alternative were the reliability, maintain-
ability and turn-around requirements.

Because of the rejection of the manual design alternative, the
essential comparison is between the numbers of subjects selecting an
automatic vs. those selecting a semi-automatic solution.

In determining which design concept was utilized, the investi-
gators allowed subjects to characterize their designs; that is,
subjects assigned the semi-automatic or automatic description to
their own designs. These categorizations were later checked by the
investigators against the actual subsystem design produced.

An automatic system was defined by subjects as a system in which
the maintenance man merely initiated machine sequencing and observed
the results. In a semi-automatic system the maintenance man initiated
machine sequencing, but the machine ran only to a predetermined stage
in its operation, after which the technician had to decide whether
to continue the sequencing and, if there were alternative tests that
could be made, to decide which test to run next.

If there were no con~sistent tendency on the px-rt of subjects to
select either a semi-automatic or an automatic design solution, one
would expect the frequency of types of solution to be: (1) equal
between the two groups (ie. the same numbers of automatic and semi-
automatic solutions in both groups); (2) equally divided between
semi-automatic and automatic (ie, each group would have two automatic
and two semi-automatic solutions).
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The design solutions for the individual subjects, together
with the number of test sets they required for these solutions,
are shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII

SUJMARY OF DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Subject Group System Type Nvaber of
Test Se-ts

Y I-S Semi-automatic 4
L I-S Semi-automatic 10

F I-N Automatic 6
Mc I-N Semi-automatic 3-4

Mo 0-S Semi-automatic 5
Ma O-S Automatic 10

K 0-N Automatic 1
O-N Automatic 6
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When the actual frequencies of design solutions are compared
statistically with the expected frequencies using the Fisher Exact
Probability Test (Siegel, 1956), the result is a probability value
of .23. The Fisher test, to quote the author,

"is an extremely useful nonparametric technique for analyzing
discrete data .... when the two indepehdent samples are small
In size. It is used when the scores from two independent
random samples all fall into one or the other of two mutually
exclusive classes. In other words, every subject in both
groups obtains one of two possible scores .... The test deter-
mines whether the two groups differ in the proportion with
which they fall into the two classifications..." (p. 97).

Although the .23 value is insufficient to reject the hypothesis
that the system designs are the result of individual variability in
subjects, it is necessary to qualify the answer somewhat. It should
be noted that the two groups produced exactly reversed solutions,
which suggests a non-random factor. Unfortunately, the statistical
techniques available for making comparisons of discrete frequencies
do not take into account the difference in direction of response
between the two groups.

In considering the meaning of the statistical results, the
following must be kept in mind. The differential treatments
involving HRD inputs were only one factor determining the choice
of a design solution. The primary factors affecting the design
concept were the reliability, maintainability and time requirements,
with the MR and HRD inputs providing only an increment to these
factors. Verbally subjects indicated that MR/HRD inputs did
influence their design decisions. Since the primary factors affecting
the design concept will always be the equipment requirement, it must
be considered that, to the extent that they reflect the influence of
personnel inputs, the differences in the frequency of experimental
design solutions are in reality very indicative. The point is that
one cannot expect personnel requirements and inputs in and of them-
selves t. determine design responses. To the extent that HRD inputs
exercise any impact on design responses (as they did in this study),
their effect was as significant as one could reasonably expect them
to be.

Assuming that the differences in response frequency between the
two groups are noý merely rendom, it is necessary to explain them.
Why should the Omnibus group have produced more automatic and the
Incremental group more semi-automatic responses? Since the Omnibus
group received more restrictive MR constraints, it would seem
reasonable that these constraints would strengthen the subjects'
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tendency to automatize their equipment. The fact that they were
required to design for two men or an Air Force Speciality Code
(AYSC) of three-level would cause them to throw the largest part
of the burden of system operation on the equipment. Both the
number and skill constraints would have suggested the desirability
of reducing the influence of the human in the subsystem.

On the other hand, the minimal MR constraint received by the
Incremental group would have reduced (to a certain extent) the
tendency to automatize their designs.

What evidence is there for these hypotheses, based on the
subjects' verbal responses?

Six of the eight subjects reported that the MR constraints did
affect their design solutions. The consensus of responses can be
summed up as follows: the tasks required and -he personnel constraints
imposed, when combined with the time requirements, seemed almost to
dictate a particular level of automaticity. The level of personnel
to a certain extent constrvAned the level of automaticity selected.

One characteristic of csign which never fails to surprise is
the great degree of variabil-ty found in the more detailed aspects
of the design solutions selec .ed to answer the same requirements.
This can be seen by referring again to Table VI. The number of
individual test sets ranged from one to ten. Unfortunately, tho
number selected did not differentiate between the Omnibus and Incre-
mental groups; both groups had a very similar range.

Other indices of variability: One subject packaged all his
test sets in a single cart; another had individual test sets which
had to be houked up with cabling before the tests could be unm.
Some test sets were individually packaged; others were individually
packaged but placed in a van or on a cart.

The implication of this variability for the writer of design
specifications or procurement documents is that as much detail as
possible is needed to restrict this variability. Since design is
so variable, the procuring agency ca-.not be sure of getting the
design it wishes -uless it attempts to restrict this variability
very severely by specifying as clearly as possible what it expects
from the designer.

With regard to the amount and type of information provided in
the SOW on the basis of which the designs were developed, the fol-
lowing was reported:
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Half the subjects stated that the level of information provided
in the SOW was very similar to that they are ordinarily given to
work with, while the other half indicated that it was much more
complete than they were accustomed to. Apparently there is great
variability also in the format and detail of existing procurement
specifications to which engineers must design.

Subject responses indicated that they hardly, if ever, received
any data regarding personnel. In some cases they have to generate
the information themselves. While it cannot be said that the personnel
information was of major significance in affecting design decisions,
for certain subjects it was helpful. One subject found the descrip-
tive material in the QQPRI to be helpful in developing operational
procedures for his design. Another reported that "personmel had a
great deal to do with how I design" and so presumably the information
provided was of use to him.

The fact that most of the subjects reported that the HRD inputs
did not significantly affect their designs must be considered in the
light of their responses to the equipment information, which they
also said had little effect, except for system and checkout com-
plexity and required turn around time. The point is that except for
explicitly stated requirements engineers do not really know (or at
least cannot verbalize) what items of information (either equipment
or personnel) really influence their design. They are unable to
indicate what items of information, except for minor specific
details, they would like to have in order to begin designing.

Another measure which vas applied to the subjects' design
outputs also indicated significant differences between the two
groups. It will be recalled that among the measures to be applied
to the design outputs (see Section II) were number and types of
manually operated equipment, number of controls and displays
required and number of manual operations specified. Since the
number of instances of each of these measures was fairly small, it
was considered desirable to combine all of these instances into a
single measure. The results are shown in Table VII. A "t"-test
indicates that the difference between the two groups is statistically
significant at the .005 level, even though one of the subjects of
the Omnibus group had incomplete data.

It may appear strange that the Omnibus group, which produced
m-st of the automatic designs, should also have indicated signifi-
cantly more manual desiUn features (automaticity and manual features
being somewhat incons43tent). This is not a contradiction, but
rather a reflection of what appears to be a greater awareness on
the part of the Omnibus group of the need to consider operator
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features. (This greater awareness might have been predicted as a
result of the presentation of all HRD inputs - including stringent
manpower requirements- at the start of design, which presumably
alerted these subjects to the "customer's" interest in operator
factors.)

A,,, a consequence, Omnibus subjects were more painstaking about
detail ng the manual characteristics they needed for their systems,
even though they may have needed fewer of them. The Incremental
subjeccs, on the other hand, did not describe in as much detail the
manual characteristics implicit in their designs. Hence the dif-
ferences reflected in Table IX indicate a difference in sensitivity
to operator factors, rather than a difference in design. This added
sensitivity is of course essential to secure adequate consideration
of per'sonnel requirements, and is the reason why elsewhere the
authors have suggested that the presentation of as much HRD as
possible (whether or not these serve to constrain design) is useful.

Differences between the Omnibus and Incremental groups are not
significant when one considers the number of test sets required by
subjects (see Table VII). The mean number of test sets for the
Incremental group is 6.0, while the mean number for the Omnibus
group is 5.5. However, there are substantial differences between
the individual subgroups which will be discussed under question (2).

Another measure referred to in Section II dealt with the number
and skill level of personnel estimated as required by subjects.
These will be analyzed in greater detail under question (6), whic-
asks how the engineer's manpower concept relates to his design; bL
it is interesting to see whether the groups receiving different
amounts of HIRD at the start of design also differ in terms of the
manpower they require.

For this analysis a manpower rating value was determined for
each subject. This was secured simply by mul.tiplying the number of
personnel the subject indicated that he required times the skill
level of those personnel. For example, if a subject said he needed
two 5-level and one 7-level personnel to run his subsystem, he would
receive a vwlue of 17 (2 x 5 + 1 x 7 - 17). Although this method of
quantifying manpower is highly arbitrary, it does serve to illustrate
major differences between the two groups.

Table X lists the manpower values for each subject. When
the Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Analysis of Variance test (Siegel, 1956)
was appJied to the data the resalts are statistically significant
at about the .08 level (H = 3.5; 1 = 3.84 for .05 level). The
results suggest that the two groups e ndeed differentiated in
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TABLE "X

SUM'.Fy. OF MANUAL DESIGN FEATURES

Subject Group System iype Number of
Manual References

SS Semi-automatic 17

L I-S Semi-automatic 15

F I-N Automatic 25

Mc I-N Semi-Automatic 13

Total= 70, M =17.5

Mo 0-S Semi-automatic 43

Ma O-S Automatic 58

K O-N Automatic 50

W O-N Automatic *

Total 151, M= 50.3

* Incomplete Data
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TAALE X

SUBIECTS ESTIMMPS OF MANPOWER rEQUIRED
(IIGHT INE AND SHOP)

Subject Group System Type Manpower Value*

Y f-S Semi-automatic 18

I-S Semi-automatic 12

F I-N Automatic 20

Mc I-N Semi-automatic 22

Total = 72, M = 18.0

Mo 0-S Semi-a&tomatic 23

Ma O-S Automatic 20

K O-N Automatic 52

W 0-N Automatic 34

Total = I1g9, M - 52.2

* Manpower value = Number x skill level.
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terms of the manpower they require. Again thb Omnibus group; which
received all its HRD inputs at the start of design, required zub-
stantially more and higher skilled. personnel. One can hypothesize
that the greater amount of HEM information proided to the Omnibus
group at the start of design emphasized the importance of manpower
to the subjcctE of that group, and caused T;aem to demand a larger
nurber of skilled personnel (despite the ,act thai most of their
subsystems were automatic).

The preceding analysis (Table X) was besed on the subjvý-:ts'
own estimations of the manpower they felt ,hey needed for thieir
systems. In another analysis eai-,h desir concept wes analyzed by
a human factors specialist not cn the - ,Ay team* and the number
and skill level of personnel wh ýýh t~l-' design concept would have
required was dei-ermined. In other wo-. s:, this manpower analysis
was independent of the oubjects' own estimates. Table XI shows the
results of that analysis for the shop activity (all flight line
designs required, the same number and skill level, one 7-level, one
9-level).

Manpower required by Omnibus group designs was somewhat, although
not significantly, less than that required by Incremental group
designs, according to the landomization Test for Independent Samples
(oiegel, 1956). This is in accordance with the hypot~hesis that
extensive HRD info~nation plus stringent menpower requirements
supplied at tae start of design should result in more efficient
design (from the standpoint of MR requirements) than incremental
inputs and minimal manpower requirements.

* Tb authors are grateful to Mr. E. A. Thopson of tne Bunker-Ramo
Numan Factors Department, for performing this analysis.
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TAB12 XI

HUVAN FACTOR SPECIALISTS ANALYSIS OF

DIFFiERENCE3 IN MAM!OER REQUIRED BY SUBJECT DFIIGNS

Subject Group System Type Numb ber (10 Skill (S) X Zower Value
Required x Level t _4eq'd (lix x)

Y I-S Semi-automatic 1 x 5-level 26
3 x 7-level =

L I-S Semi-automatic 2x 7-1evel 23
l x 9-level

F 1-N Automatic 2 x 5-level 31
3 x 7-level =

Mc I-N Semi-automatic lx 5-level 26
3 x 7-level

M = 26.5

Mo 0-S Semi-automatic 1 x 5-level 33
4 x 7-level -

Ma 0-S Automatic l x 5-level 19
2 x 7-level -

K 0-N Automatic 2 x 5-level = 10

10-N Automatic 4 x 7-level = 28

M = 22.5

Note: Table represents analysis for shoii activity only; all flight
line displays required the same ziumber and skill level, one
7-level, one 9-level.
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2. Will quantity constraints produce different effects on design
than quality constraints?

Question (2) asks whether there are differences between the
subgroups, regardless of the major group treatments. In other words,
regardless of the amount and timing of HRD inputs, are there dif-
ferences between subjects receiving the skill restriction (design
only for 3-level personnel) and those receiving the quantity
restriction (design for a maximum of two men). A comparison must
therefore be made between I-S and O-S subjects on the one hand and
I-N and O-N subjec+s on the other. To make these comparisons the
reader should refer to Tables VII, VIII and IX.

In Table V)I the measure of interest is the number of test sets
required. In both Omnibus and Incremental groups the mean number of
test sets requizt•d by subjects receiving the skill restriction is
substantially greater than that required by subjects receiving the
number or quantity restriction. However, this difference is
statistically significant at the .17 level only (using the Randomi-
zation test for two independent samples (Siegel, 1956).

In Table VIII, ,ccmparing tne manual desAgn features included ir
subjects' designs, the differences between the suo-groups appears
to be submerged by the over-whelming effect o' the differences in
amount and timing of HRD information provided. In any event, the
fact that only incomplete data are available for one of the subjects
of the Omnibus group makes a statistical comparison higbhly tenuous.
Neverthelers, the differences are statistically significant at the
..1 level (Randomization test for two independent samples (Siegel,
1956).

In Table IX, differences in manpower required by subjects to
run the subsystems designed, major, differences are found between the
groups constrained by skill and tnose constrained by personnel
number. Skill-restricted engineers tended to require fewer and less
highly skilled personnel. This is in accordance with the manpower
requirements imposed on these subjects. The differences are statis-
tically significant at the .09 level (Randomization test for two
independent samples (Siegel, 1956)).

There appears then to be some quantitative evidence that types
of MR constraint produce differential effects on design responses,
but further investigation is required if a definitive answers is
to be given to this question.

Qualitative data are also available from responses to question
number 6 in the fourth session. This question asked subjects
generally how they would trade off skill against quantity of personnel.
The responses given were as follows:
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Y: Skill level can compensate for numbers, but not vice versa.

L: Mist be designed for the lowest level nIf personnel, but
raising skill level does not compensate for lack of
rersonnel in operational systems.

F: Would prefer to see systems operated by a lesser number
of skilled people and believes that skill can compensate
for number.

Mc: Fewer skilled. people are "greatly preferable" to numerically
more unskilled people.... Too many uaskilled people are a
burden on the skilled people because they must supervise
and train the unskilled.

Mo: Similar to Y's response above.

Ma: Skill is the most important factor.

K: "How much work do I have to do is how many hands I need"
is the factor which allows him to arrive at how many
"hands" he would need because of simultaneous jobs. Then
"you look at whether you can reduce the number of hands
with higher skill levels or design changes."

W: Skill van replace number.

It would appear then that although engineers do not view skill
and number as a black and Vhite dichotomy, most of them assign a
higher priority to skill; and, faced with a quantity/quality tradeoff,
would almost always opt for higher quality.

3. Will the imposition of MR constraints affect equipment charac-
teristics after the basic design cone _has been developed?

The responses made by subjects to the manpower requiremei.ts
added in session 3 indicated quite positively that these requi- •merts
did or would influence design. Table XII indicates that six of ýLt;
eight subjects would change their designs in various ways. However,
the influence of these added requirements was only moderate, because
of the well known resistance of engineers to modify!ng their design
once ic has been fully conceptualized. The results of session 3
indicate once more the potential influence of stringent personnel
requirements ot the design process.
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TA¶LE XII

DESIGN CHANG-ti REULTING FROM ADDITION OF MR CONSTRAINTS

Type of Change
Type of MR I I ,
Constraint No Simplify 'lore More Not

Subject Group Added Charge Design Manual Sophisticated Specified

Y I-S N x

L I-,S N x

F I-N S X

Me I-N S X

Mo O-S N x

Ma O-S N x

K O-N S X

W O-N S X
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II

The following characteristic responses were made: "I might be
able to simplify my Cesign somewhat"; "would probably give more
attention to autovatina bhe system than I did originally", because
of "number of functions to be performed" and "limited time to be
performed in"; "system would change to be a bit more manually
oriented" (in order to accourplish the continuity testing he would
simplify his checkout equipment); "would add more sophistication
'o my equipment"; "would reduce the anount of informati-n fed back
to the technician on tLe flight line and place more emphasis on the
Lhop personnel".

There appear to be no significant inter-group differences ir,
effect of adding KR constraints.

4. Will the removal of MR constraints affect equipment character-
istics after the basic design concept has been developed?

In general, the removal of the MR constraints once the system
had been designed to personnel restrictions did not cause the engineer
to modify his design. Six of the seven subjects responding (one
refused to reply) indicated that lifting the MR restrictions did not
influence their design. One subject reported that he could now "get
by with a simpler system with lower cost," etc. The system would
be more manual, ie, "more buttons to push". He could proceed to a
lower level of maintenance and component replacement.

5. Which HRD inputs are preferred and actually utilized by engineers
and at what stage of development?

It is obvious from the r-sults discussed previously that MR
constraints, viewed as a type of HRD input, are utilized by engineers
und do influence their design to a certain extent. Is this true of
other HRD inputs?

Two sources of data are available relative to this question. At
the conclusion of the design period a number of paper and pencil
tests were administered to subjects (described in Meister et al.,
1969), one of which (HRD Inputs Test) sought to Cetermine at what
stage of system development various HRD inputs would be most accept-
able to engineers. The results of that test, expressed in terms of
frequency of engineers preferring to receive inputs at various times,
are shown in Table XIII.

The X2 technique was applied to determine whether the distri-
bution of subject responses among the four time periods varied
significantly from chance. The distribution of six of the data
items was significant at the .05 level or better.
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TABLE 2XII

PREFERENCE FOR HHD INPUTS AT SYSTS i DEVELOPMENT STAGES

In RFP At Start
or of During

Initial During D(_tall1 Detail
Information SOW Predesign Design Design X2  P

1. Maximum number of person-
nel for which equipment is 7 1 17.0 .001
to be desirned.

2. Description of jobs
personnel will have to 6 2 12.0 .01
perform.

3. Personnel skill level. 6 2 12.0 .01

4. Type and length of train-
ing personnel will have.

5. Amount of experience 4 3 1 5.0 NS
personnel will have.

6. Duration of each 2 1 7.0 .10
personnel job.

7. Number of personnel to
be made available to run 6 1 11.0 .02
system.

8. Type of personnel to be
made available to run 6 1 1 11.0 .02
system.

9. Cost of training personnel. 3 1 1 3.5 NS

10. Manpower life cycle cost. 4 1 1 5.0 NS

!1. Probability that personnel
will make certain kinds of 2 6 12.0 .01
errors.

1.Equipment characteristics
required by personnel charac- 4 3 1 5.0 NB
teristics or tasks.

13. Criticality of tasks per-
formed by personnel. 2 1 7.0 .10

14. Difficulty level of tasks. 1 2 1 1 3.0 NS
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For those items which reflect little consist(ney on the part
of subjects and are relega.ted to later stages of -iystem development
(ie, cost of training personnel, manpower life cyle cost, difficulty
level of tasks), subject3 indicated that these itums are of little
importance in the performance of their design tas:s; hence they are
not concerned with receiving this information immedia+ely. Indeed;

certain subjects refused to respond to a number oT' items on the
ground that the item was an Air Force responsibi .-.ty and not a
contractor responsibility.

The following items of personnel informatior are, however,
desired as soon as possible:

(1) MLximum number of personnel for which cquipment i; to be
dFesigned;

(2) Jscription of jobs personnel will hav to jerform;
(3) Personnel skill level;
(4) Number of personnel to be made available to run the system;
(5) Type of personnel to be made availabl.e to nn the system.

In general it cai be said that engineers prefer to receive as
much HMD information as possible. Corroborating data can be found
in the verbal responses of Incremental subjects .n the third session.
Two reported that they do not ordinarily receive this type of infor-
mation; of the other two, one said that the ordiarily expects to
have to "generate" this kind of information on h'.s own, while the
second said he "would almost have to receive this kind of information
to do the job decentlý."

Another individual in session 3 indicated t? it presentation of
HRD information earlier in the design time frame would have allowed
him to reach his design decisions earlier and ea. ier.

It is important to note that engineers respo..d primarily to
inpits phrased as design requirements, and hence, with the exceptioi.
of MR, HRD inputs held little value to them. At the same time
engineers want to see as much information as possible, so they can
pick and choose whatever they wish from i1..

In general, even when the engineer says that he does not use
personnel inputs, they create a context or bias toward one kind of
solution or another. If one wishes, then, to have engineers pay
more attention to personnel factors, it is desir ible to provide them
with considerable HRD information.
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6. How does the engineer's concept of manpower for his system
relate to his design and how does this conept relate to more
objective methods of predicting marpoweji

It was possible to secure manning cstimates from all but one
subject as the conclusion of session 1. These are shown in Table XII
below, together with revisions made during the course of their
design. F stands for flight line, S for shop.

Exdmination of Table XIV reveals some interesting differences
betwevev the Omaibus and Incremental groups. The Incremental group
unanimously postulated two men for the flight line and two for the
shop. These were at the 3 or 5 level (with only one exception. a
7-level for the shop). Changes in Incremental group manning as a
result of new ERD inputs we::e minor.

In contrast the Omnibus group postalated sunewhat higher numbers
of men required, particularly for the shop. A comparison of Incre-
mental vs. Omnibus estimates for shop manpower (quantity) alone,
using the X2 technique, reveals that the difference is significant
at the .06 level. Skill levels were also somewhat higher. The larger
manning required by Omnibus subjects is attributed to their greater
wnsitivity to the "customer's" interest in personnel factors
(resulting from the large nimuber of HRD inputs presented at the start
of design). The distribution of (revised) skill levels, broken out
by group and by type of system designed, is shown in Table XV.

The following conclusions appear warranted:

1. Engineers can develop estimates of the manning needed for
their systems, but in a number of cases these estimates are not very
precise. It is apparent that they need expert help in developing
these estimates.

2. Engineers feel that a higher level of skill and more personnel
are required in the shop situation, pri1rily because they conceived
more manual, troubleshooting functions teing performed in the shop.

3. Manpower estimates, as the engieer sees them, seem to be
more highly related to the type of subsystem he designs than to any
imposed personnel constraint based on questions following design
sessions. Flight line estimrtes of skill varied significantly (at
the .05 level) from what was required by ;he skill constraint.

One would axpect the automatic subsystems would elicit estimates
of fewer personnel or lower skill level, iut this hypothesis was not
reflected in subject estimates. For example, there is a clearcut
difference between skill levels predicted for semi-automatic and
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automatic subsystem designs with automatic designs requiring higher
skill personnel. This is particularly marked at the shop level,
where the distribution of skill levels estimated by subjects varied
significantly (at the .02 level) from what would have been expected
on the basis of thie skill constraints.

These results are similar to those found in the study by
Meister et al., 1968, in which a wide disc repancy between type of
system designed and manpower requirements was also found. The
question can therefore be raised as it was in the previous study
whether designer estimates of required manpower are realistic,
despite engineers' insistence that estimated manning is actuaAy
essential to operation of their systems.

4. It is noteworthy that the MR limiting manpower to two w~s
violated in several instances, the designers either ignoring it or
classing it as unrealistic although in general it was compiled with.
An unanswered question is whether thn number restriction to two men
was actually effective in those cases in which this number was not
violated, or whether the nature of the system designed was such that
for these system designs only two personnel were needed. Engineers
feel that they are responsive only to the nature of the .ystems they
design, although other evidence (discussed under question (2)) suggests
that they are unconsciously influenced by MR.

It is interesting to note also that compliance with the personnel
quantity restriction was far greater than compliance with the skill
quality restriction. This may be related to the engineers' well
known difficulty in understanding the meaning of the skill require-
ments. Certainly skill estimates were more difficult for engineers
to develop than were the number estimates.

5. The skill level requirement restricted manning to 3-level
personnel. It is significant that almost all subjects violated this
restriction. If one compares the skill levels estimated by subjects
who were skill restricted with the skill levels estimated by subjects
with the quantity restriction, there is some evidence (of a tentative
nature only, of course) that subjects on whom the skill restriction
was imposed had fewer higher level skills even when they violated the
requirement. From that standpoint it can be said that the skill
level restriction was somewhat effective.

6. An independent estimate of the manning required for this
subsystem was performed by a Bunker-Ramo human factors specialist*
not involved in the project and using only the basic SOW (excluding

* Mr. E. A. Thompson of the Bunker-Ramo Human Factors Department
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II

TAELE XV

DIStrIBUTION OF ESTIMATE MANPCOWER BY GROUP,MAINTENANCE AREA ANW :,UBSYSTx TYPE

Skill Level by Group
flight Line Skills Shop Skills

3 5 7 9 Total 3 5 7 9 Total

I-S 2 2 4 3 1 4

I-N 1 3 4 2 2 4

o-s 2 2 4 2 1 3
o-N 1 2 1 4 3 9 2.9

Total 6 9 1 16 3 8 7 2 20

Skill Level by System Type

Flight Line Shop

3 -9 Total 5 7 9 Tot-Il
Semi- 5 3 8 sem1- 3

Jkuto. -- Au

Auto. + 10i 9 Auto.* 5 4 2 l1

Total 6 i0 1 17 3 8 7 2 20

* Includes one "Don't know" response.
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any personnel requirements and information) as the basis for his
estimates. Manning was estimated for both automatic and semi-
automatic configurations, as follows:

Automatic Semi -Automatic

Flight Line - 2 men, both Flight Line - 2 men, one 5, one
5-level 7-level

Shop - 2 man, both Shop - 2 men, both 7-level
7 -level

It shou'd be noted that the skill levels estimated by the human
factors specialist agree far more with Omnibus group estimates than
they do with Incremental estimates (see Table XVI). If we take the
independent estimate as the "true" manpower required by these sub-
systems, the violation of the skill constraint by the Omnibus group
is now much more understandable. If we assume the estimates made
by the independent human factors specialist are more realistic than
that permitted by the skill constraint, then the Omnibus group
subjects were realistic in violating the skill constraints imposed
on them. It is possible that in violating the skill constraint to
a greater extent than the Incremental group, the Omnibus group was
reacting to the additional HERD information they possessed, which
suggested an increased task complexity.

TABLE XVI

CO4PARISON OF THE DESIGN ENGINEERS ESTIMATE
OF SUBSYSTEM MANPOWER WITH HUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS

OF SUBSYSTEM MANPOWER REQJIREMENITS

DeDeEsinnrr' s Human Factors AnalysisDesignerT "ale

_Quantity Skill '"Value" Qantity Skill 'Value"
y 4 18 6 42

L 4 12 5 39

F 4 20 7 47
Mc 4 22 6 42

Mo 5 23 7 49
Ma 2(inc) 1o(inc) 5 35
K 8 52 4 26

W 3(inc) 17(inc) 6 44

Average. 21.7 5.7 450
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7. A comparison of subject manpower estimates with those
produced by more objective means (eg, Barton et al., (1964) queuing
model) is discussed in Appendix III.

What can one conclude from this examination of manpower estimates?
It cannot be said thaT the personnel restrictions imposed were out-
standingly successful in forcing engineers to work within these limits.
In some cases engineers felt the restrictions were unrealistically
stringent and could be complied with only by forcing a very costlyI
design. Others did not express this opinion.

The authors would like to offer an hypothesis at this point. It
is that engineers do not respond explicitly to personnel requirements
(or, for that matter, to equipment requirements), bat only in a I
general way. It will be recalled that six of the eight subjects
reported that the personnel requirements did influence their design
(and by extension their manpower estimates). On the other h.a.nd,
when question-d specificaJly about the influence of personnel
requirements, they did not feel that these requirements played a
major role in their design, pointing to reliability, system complexity
and turn-around time requirements as the basic factors influencing
their designs. The fact that a personnel requirement is imposed on
engineers dces not mean that they will necessarily design to the
letter of those personnel limitations, but that they will take the
personnel factor into greater account than they would if no personnel
requirement had been imposed at all. This would account for their
violation of manpower limitations in their estimates, and at the
same time for the fact that subjects restricted to a lower skill level
had lower skill level estimates than those not so limited. From that
standpoint the existence of a personnel constraint serves as a sort of
benchmark to the engineer, who then tends to work within the general
area of the mark even though he may deviate from it upon occasion.
The same element may be present in the presentation of HED inputs.
Regardless of the attention paid by engineers to specific MED items,
they still view the existence of the inputs as evidence that the
procuring agency wishes them to pay more attention to personnel factors
than they would otherwise. From that standpoint, too, the more HRD
infornation supplied to the designer, the more conscious he will be
of the need to consider personnel limitations in his design.

Admittedly the fact that specific personnel requirements have
only a general effect on design is somewhat frustrating, but it
represents rather accurately, more so than the vague generalities

sometimes expressed in articles on the design process, the manner
in which the engineer designs. Specific hardware requirements, like
reliability, do have a more measurable effer ýhence a seemingly
greater effect), but even with such specific hardware requirements,
the range of responses one finds (as was discovered in the 1968
study) indicates that hardware requirements are not completely
effective either.
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SECTION5 IV

RECONKENDATIONS

It appears quite clear now, as a result of the present study and
the one preceding it (Meister, et al., 1968) that HRD inputs supplied
to design engineers incrementally, following the issuance of the RFP/
SOW, will have little, if any, effect upon the design concept. The
basic design concept is largely fixed wil~hin a short time after the
issuance of the SOW. Although there is no guarantee that the engineer
will use HRD inputs even when they are presented under optimal condi-
tions, it is quite clear that the present method of supplying them
incrementally reducee the probability of their being used.

Moreoverp if the human resources specialist expects any consider-
ation to be given by the engineer to his inputs, these inputs must
be phrased ati design constraints, they must be comprehensive and ex-
pressed in such a way that the engineer understands the design impli-
cations of these ihiputa.

The situation is by no means as bleak as the preceding paragraphs
might suggest. Phrased properly and provided on a timely basis,
H R D inputs do exercise some influence on design. The more design-
relevant these inputs are, the more influence they have.

The problem is one of being able to supply meaningful Himan Resources
design relationships. If appropriate personnel inputs (i.e., mean-
ingfully related to design) are supplied to the engineer, he will use
them. The format of the inputs is less important then their content.

At the very least the RFY and the SOW must inulude the following:

(1) Descxiption of the manning stricture for which the equip-
ment is to be designed. Requirements must be specified for:

(a) Maximum number of operating/maintenance personnel allow-
ed to be in the crew by job position. It should be clearly specified
that any system configuration requiring personnel in addition to that
number will be unsatisfactory.

(b) Maximum skill level allowed for each job position.
This skill level should be related to the specific tasks to be per-
formed by personnel in the new system.

(c) The function and taak capabilities of these personnel.
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(2) The design implications of the above must 'be clearly
expressed.

Although. a few procurement documents do include information on
the manning scructure for new systems, none of them indicates the
design implications, Indeed a major weakness of human resources
support data (SD) is that few, if any, design deductions are drawn
from the task, time-line and QQPRI analyses which make up those
data.

Additional research is needed regarling a number of pioblems.
(1) Methods are needed for determining early during the conceptual
phase of a system the 'likely" manpower force to be available during
the time period when the system would become operational. This
"likely" force would be derived from sources such as phased out
systems, career personnel, new en.Listees and current training
courses. (2) Techniques are needed for comparing the "likely" force
with alternate forces of varying quantities and skill distributionz.
and determining their impact on the cost, capability, reLability,
availability, etc. of the system. Ultimately a "desired" manpowe-
stracture would be proposed for the system. (3) The design impli-
cations of manpower requirements need to be fully developed, so
that the design concepts and characteristics which will yield the
"desired" manpower force can be specified in the contract statement
of work. For this research to have maximum validity it should study
the performance of personnel at operational sites in relation, to the
design concepts of the system. (4) Methods are neede--d for pceriodi-
cally testing the design during conception and development fIr
compliance with the nampower requirement constraints. (5) In additio.
to these improvements in HRD methodology, a document is needed which
could be used to supplement the SD analyses by specifying their desi•"
implications. Such a document would then be used not only by the
human resources specialist to make design recommendations, b'-t also b.,
the Air Force manager and engineer to extrapolate the HRD inputs
provided to specific design relationships.
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APPENDIX I

ABBREVIATED SCENARIO OF EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL
INPUTS 2ROVIDED TO ENGINEER-SUBJECT

NOTE TO THE ADER

The length cf some of the equipment and personnel inputs provided
to engineer-subjects in this study is so extensive that to have included
all inputs in their entirety would have made this report extremely
unwieldy. Consequently, less important inputs have been compressed by
reproducing only that material which is illustrative of the general
character of the input. Inputs considered by the authors to be of
major importance have been reproduced in -their entirety.

Where the purpose of a particular input or part of an input may
have been unclear without additional explanation, explanatory material
has been added in brackets.

INTIODUCTORY SESSION

Instructions for Participating Engineers

The United States Air Force, through a contract with the Bunker-
Ramo Corporation, is conducting a study to determine how engineers make
use of the information they are given (or develop themselves) to design

a subsystem. Since any subsystem is composed of two basic elements,

equipment and people, we assume that the engineer has available to him
two kinds of information: information about equipment requirements,
characteristics, functions, etc; and information about or relevant to
the personnel who will operate and maintain that equipment.

The Air Force is interested in the engineer's use of both types of
information, but it is particularly interested in the use made of
personnel information. The reason is that although the engineer is
accustomed by training and experience to using equipment information,
personnel information may be relatively unfamiliar to him. The Air
Force is interested in finding out if the personnel information it
supplies to the engineer is used by him, and especially if that infor-
mation makes a difference to the overall subsystem design.

To answer these questions, it is necessary to present this infor-
mation in the context of the development of subsystem. Short of
actually conducting the study during the development of actual equipment,
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which would take an excessive length of time, the only other way of
creating a developmental/design context is to reproduce or simulate the
development of a subsystem in a highly abbreviated form. This simula-
tion will naturally have to be of the paper and pencil variety. However,
this does not concern us too much since we are interested in studying
the very early design phases, before detailed drawings are made and
equipment fabrica wed.

What we have done is to take an already developed (operational)
subsystem, extract the items of information used in its development and
arrange them in a sequence which corresponds to the way in which they
were actually used to design that subsystem. The subsystem selected by
the Air Force is the ground maintenance subsystem for an air-to-ground
missile carried by a B-52 bomber. The reason you were selected as
subjects for this study is because you have helped to design similar
ground maintenance subsystems.

Obviously, such a maintenance subsystem is a very large one, and it
would be impractical to ask you to try to design the entire subsystem.
What we have done is to ask you to consider in your design only the
electrical components of the ground maintenance equipment. Consequently,
we have arbitrarily simplified the subsystem by ignoring certain equip-
ments and operations which you, who are experienced in the design of
such subsystems, will obviously note. Do not be disturbed by this. The
subsystem is supposed only to represent maintenance subsystems in
general.

At the close of this introductory session you will be given design
statement of work which contains certain equipment and personnel re-
quirements and information. On the basis of these design requirements,
plus additional information which you will receive at the start of each
subsequent session, you will design a ground maintenance subsystem
which best meets the requirements in your statement of work.

Since you are performing a conceptual design study, we ask you to
consider three possible design concepts: one appropriate to a manual
system, one for a semi-automatic system, one for an automatic system.
Although any definition of these terms can only be loose at best, we
define a manual system as one requiring a rather extensive involvement
of personnel in the system operation. An automatic system is one whLch
requires relatively little personnel involvement, and a semi-automatic
system involves equipment and personnel functioning in about equal
amounts.

We ask you to consider the design requirements in terms of all
three system configurations and to describe the system you would design
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if you decided to go automatic, semi-automatic or manual. We will also
ask you to trade off the various equipment and personnel factors involved
in each configuration and tell us why you selected a particular con-
figuration as being the best. You will also tell us ý;hich items of
information you found most useful and why.

Since we will have only 4 working sessions, and since designing a
complete subsystem is a big job, we will ask you to go into only enough
detail to indicate the general character of the equipment you would
design or purchase. We particularly want to know such things as:

(1) How many and what types of equipment (both special purpose and
off-the-shelf) will be used by system personnel;

(2) The outstandini characteristics of that equipment and how

they are intended to function;

(3) How the equipment will be used by personnel;

(4) How many men and of what type will be needed to use the
system.

You will not be asked to develop detailed equipment drawings. How-
ever, you should sketch any equipment to be designed in enough detail
to let us know what you have in mind.

One thing I should emphasize. The questions we ask and the tasks
we ask you to perform are not tests in the conventional sense of the
work. The word "test" suggests that only one correct response can be
made to these design problems. In these design problems there are no
correct or incorrect answers, because only you can tell us what the
correct answer should be. For this reason it is most important that,
although we cannot completely provide all the conditions under which
you ordinarily design, you respond to these problems in the way in
which you would ordinarily solve an actual design problem. Remember
that the value of the information you provide depends on how accurately
it reflects the way you ordinarily design on the job. Remember also
that this is not a test of your ability, although we want you to do
your best. We would aot have Eelected you to do this work if we did
not think you could do it.

We will probably meet once a -eek and the schedule will be adapted
to your convenience. Between our sessions you may, if you wish, refer
To the inputs you have been given. However, this part of the study is
purely voluntary. During your sessions and in the interim, you may
consult anyone inplant from whom you wish additional information. We
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do ask one thing of you, however; do not confer with your fellow parti-
cipants in the study on any aspect of the study. To do so would
seriously reduce the v"alue of the results.

Are there any questions?

Here is the Statement of Work whJch you as the project engineer for
the AGM-X ground maintenance system will have to work to. We would like
you to take it with you and to examine it carefully. Please bring it
with you when you return for the first session.
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STATEENT OF WORK

AKROSPACE GROUND EQUI3MnlT (ELECTRONICS)
FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE AGM-X

1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1.1 Purpose

This statement of work (SOW) establir s the requirements for the
conceptual design of the ground maintenance equipment for the AGM-X
system, including any peculiar checkout, maintenance and test equipment
required. The AGM-X system is a short range attack missile which con-
sc;ts of the AGM-X air to surface missiles including nuclear warheads,
B-52G and H carrier aircraft avionics equipment (CAE), carriage/launching
mechanisms, support and training equipment, facilities, data and
personnel.

1.2 System Description

1.2.1 Mission

The operational mission for the AGM-X carrier/missile weapon
system is oriented toward the strategic objectives of the nation's
general nuclear war forces.

The details concerning the concept of weapon system deployment,
system performance and capabilities, and program scheduling, are
classified.

1.2.2 Carrier Aircraft

The B-52GCH aircraft can carry eight missiles internally on a
rotary launcher with four MI-28 bombs in the bomb bay, and 12 missiles
externally (six per pylon). Carrier avionics incude the bombing
navigation equipment, an inertial measurement unit, a master computer,
the radiating site target acquisition system (RASTAS), and controls
and displays necessary for the operation, control and launch of the
AGM-X missiles. (Location and descriptions of these equipments are
provided in the Appendix.)

1.3 Scope

The contractor shall conduct feasibility or trade studies for the
design of an electronics checkout subsystem required to perform a
complete operational check of missile and CAE electrical systems,
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including the maintenance functions of malfunction isolation, calibra-
tion and checkout of malfunctioning AGM-X missile system components and
subassemblies. The MGE requirements presented herein are limited to
electrical/electronic equipment necessary for indirect field site sup-
port of the various system checkout and launch functions performed by
OGE.

1.3 Scope

The contractor shall conduct feasibility or trade studies for the
design of an electronics checkout subsystem required to perform a
complete operational check of missiles and related CAE systems, in-
cluding the maintenance functions of test, malfunction isolation, cali-
bration and checkout of malfunctioning AGM-X missile system components
and subassemblies. Based upon these feasibility or trade studies, the
contractor shall select, describe, and design the optimum system for
satisfaction of system design goals.

The Maintenance Ground Equipment (MGE) requirements presented here-
in are limited to electrical/electronic equipment necessary for indirect
field site support of the various system checkout functions.

1.3.1 Assumptions and Prerequisites

1.3.1.1 For AGM-X, the conventional three levels of maintenance will be
used and will be compatible with existing maintenance proce-
dures and facilities.

Organizational maintenance down to the lowest replaceable unit
will be performed by teams and specialists on the flight line
and in the hangar. Flight line functions include removal and
replacement of carrier aircraft equipment, installation and .
removal of single missiles or launcher/missile packages, inte-
grated checkout of carrier and missiles and installation/
replacement/exchange of warhead. Organizational level functions
in the hangar include missile checkout, removal and replace-
ment of missile components, missile installation and removal
from launcher, and installation/replacement of warhead.
Missiles will be repaired by removal and replacement of
modular units after testing with a fault locater. Missiles
are removed from the operational cycle for test and checkout
only after onboard carrier tests show a malfunction. Periodic
maintenance consists of a pre-flight and post-flight inspection
on the carrier and replacement of time change items such as
missile battery and cartridge-activated devices.
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1.3.1.3 Maintenance functions to be performed at the field site repair
shop will include malfunction isolation, calibration and check-
out required for the repair of faulted subassemblies which have
been removed from airborne and ground systems for repair and
calibration.

1.3.1.4 (Eliminated)

1.3.1.5 M2E shall be available for malfunction isolation, calibration
and checkout in the field site repair shop.

1.3.1.6 Where required, calibration capabilities skall be specified
for instruments and MGE.

1.3.1.7 Items of MGE shall be of such variety and qufficient quantity
to perform the maintenance functions required to fault isolate
and restore to operating conetion, AGE and airborne items of
electrical/electronic equipment which are designated field
repairable.

1.3.1.8 Electrical/electronic MGE is required to provide a means for
functionally verifying the signals from the missile/pylon/
launcher interface to the CAE subsystems. The following
capabilitites must be included in the MGE:

(a) Verify the programmed events in a predetermined chrono-
logical, timed sequence and supply the resulting signals
to the umbilical interface.

(b) Verify the status of prerequisites to each event.

(c) Respond in a predetermined manner to hold and recycle
functions.

(d) Verify correctly programmed stimulus signals and eval-

uation of vehicle responses during vehicle checkout.

(e) Verify correct evaluation of vehicle discrete and analog
functions which are used to determine vehicle readiness
status.

1.3.1.8.1 In addition to the MGE required to accomplish the above
functions, a simulation device will be required which will
allow CAE equipment to be functionally checked without
missiles/launchers/pylons being present. This simulator
shall have the capability of electrically simulating missiles,
launcher, and/or pylon functions
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1.3.2 Requirements

Me contractor shall en•,ure that at a minimum the following aspects

are considered in these trada studies:

(1) Cost (Hardware costs only)

(2) Equipment maintainability (see paragraph 8.0)

(3) Equipment reliability (see paragraph 7.0)

(4) Number and type of personnel required (see paragraph 5.0)

(5) Performance efficiency

(6) Safety

The trade studies will analyze three alternative equipment configur-
%tions: manual, semi-automated and automated, and document the reasons
for selection of the contractor's chosen alternative.

2.0 Applicable Documents

General - The following documents form a part of this specification
to the extent specified herein. In the event of conflict between the
requirements of this specification and any document referenced herein,
the requirements of this specification shall govern. References in the
following documents will be considered only as a guide.

1
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Technical Orders

T. 0. 00-20K(series) - Inspection and AGE Control,

USAF Equipment

Manuals

AFSCM 80-3 - Handbook of Instructions
for Aerospace Personnel
Subsystem Designers

AFSCM 80-6 - Handbook of Instructions
for Aerospace Ground
Equipment Designers

AFSCM 80-8 - Handbook of Instruction
for Missile and Space
Vehicle Design, Vol. 1
Ballistic Missiles

AFSCM 80-9 - Handbook of Instructions
for Aerospace Systems
Design, Vol. 1 General
Design Criteria

AFSCM 127-1 - System Safety Management

AFSCM 379-5 - Systems Engineering
Management Procedures

Specifications

MilitF-:r
MIL-T-152B Treatment,,Moisture - and

Fungus-Resistant, of Coin-
munications, Electronic,
and Associated Electrical
Equipment

MIL-S-8512B Supp. ý Equipment, Aero-
nautical, Special, General
Specification for the
Desigi. of
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MIL-S-38130 Safety Engineering of
Systems and Associated
Subsystems, and Equipment,
General Requirements for

Standards

,Federal

FED-STD-595 Colors
1 Feb. 1961

Military
MIL-STD-143 Specifications and Stand-

ards, Order of Precedence
for the Selection of

MIL-STD-454A Standard General Require-
ments for Electronic
Equipment

MIL-STD-808 Finishes, Protectiven,
and Codes, for Finishing
Schemes for Ground and
Ground Support Equipa2 nt

NIL-STD-210M Climatic Extremes for
Military Equipment

MIL-STD-1472 Human Engineering Design
Criteria for Military
Systems, Equipment and
Facilities

MIL-STD-,70 Maintainability Program
Requirements (for systems
and equipments)
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3.0 Engineering Inspections

3.1 Preliminary Design Review

The contractor shall conduct a prelimin'ry design review not later
than 60 days subsequent to award of the contract. This review shall be

in accordance with AFSCM 375-5, and shall be subject to approval of the
AGM-X Project Office.

3.2 Critical Design Review

The contractor shall conduct a critical design review 180 days after
award of contract. This review shall be in accordance with AFSCM 375-5,
and shall be subject to approval of the AGM-X Project Office.

3.3 Final Acceptance

Final acceptance of the contractor's work shall be indicated by
accomplishment of a DD Form 250 reflecting the technical acceptance of
the designs provided by the contractor and completion of all contractual
requirements as specified in this SOW and associated documents. In the
event there are exceptions to the acceptance reflected on the DD Form
250 or attachments thereto, the contractor shall be required to correct
all exceptions as specified within the time limit mutually agreed upon
during the execution of the DD Form 250.

4.0 Performance Requirements

4.1 Checkout and Test Equipment

Support of the missile and associated carrier aircraft system shall
be accomplished through %he use of checkout equipment which shall enable
the operator to perform a gross operational performance analysis of the
system. Test equipment shall be identified as that required to perform
a more detailed analysis of the system down to the lowest level of re-
placement unit.

4.2 Checkout and Test Time

The time required to connect the checkout and test equipment to the
missile and/or associated missile-carrier aircraft system, warmup,
conduct the required tests, and disconnect the equipment shall be held
to a minimum, and in no case (other than malfunction correction) shall
exceed two hours. Lightweight cable assemblies and connectors, and
quick disconnects., shall be used in order to facilitate ease of handling,
connection and disconnection.
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4.3 Degree of Testing

The test method utilized shall employ the minimum number of tests
necessary to check out the missile and associated missile-carrier air-
craft system or isolate a malfunction to the lowest replaceable unit
(LRU).

4.4 Test Tolerances

The extent of test tolerances shall be limited to that necessary to
establish realistic acceptance or rejection criteria for tne missile and
associated missile-carrier aircraft systems based on operational re-
quirements. The major test tolerances shall further be predicated on
the operational tolerances of the systems. The test equipment shall not.
be required to test to the design tolerances of the system, except in
instances where design tolerances and operational tolerances are identi-
cal and/or can be obtained without additional penalty.

4.5 Coimrnaication

Equipment shall be provided for communication between personnel.

4.6 Interconnections and Cables

The contractor shall give consideration to the utilization of the
interconnecting devices which are compatible with the missile, carrier-
aircraft, and associated maintenance equipment. This will include
electrical, hydraulic, and penumatic interconnections, as well as hitches,
towbars and full senrvicing vehicle fittings. Interconnecting cabl-s
shall be provided a. necessary to connect the test equipment to the.
missile/aircraft system, and to any portable antennas, etc., that are
required for flight line maintenance. Cable lengths shall be sufficient
to permit positioning the checkout equipment so as not to interface with
normal missile/aircraft servicing during checkout of the system. Pro-
vicions shall be made for storing all interconnecting cables and other
accessories within the checkout equipment.

4.7 AGE Size and Weight

The contractor shall give consideration to the -iesign of AGE with
regard to weight and size (reference MIL STD-1472,. Checkout and test
equipment shotld be transportable by the minimum number of personnel and
should be capable of being carried aboard the aircraft through existing
access doors.
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4.8 AGE Maintenance

AGE shall be designed, wherever possible, to utilize non-repairable
(throw-away) components to facilitate ease of maintenance and to minimize
the requirement for detailed maintenance logistic considerations. The
contractor shall give consideration to the maximum utilization of the
modular concept in the design of AGE to facilitate fault isolation and
maintenance repairs within the AGE.

4. 9 Calibration

Electronic and electromechanical AGE sball be designed to permit
calibration at specified intervals. Test points will be provided to
permit calibration.

4.l0 Flight Line Checkout and Test Equipment

The flight line checkout and test equipment shall provide the opera-
tor with the capability to analyze the functional performance of the
system, subsystems, and components statically and/or dynamically with
the optimum degree of accuracy in test results. Utilization of standard
and commercial equipment is encouraged. Checkout and test equipment
shall perform integrated system tests where integrated airborne systems
are utilized. Whenever a dynamic testing concept is employed, the AGE
shall be capable of presenting test problems representative of those
encountered by the systems in operation in order to determine the system
performance level under normal environment. Testing, whether static or
dynamic shall be sufficiently comprehensive to an'lyze and isolate to
the LRU level, in the optimum period of time, the functional performance
of the airborne systems. Testing and monitoring displays shall be so
designed as to minimize interpretation by operators.

41 1. Electronic Electrical AGE

Flight line electrical/electronic AGE will be designed to perform
the following:

(1) Verification of, hazardous current safety when electrically
mating the missile or launcher/missiles to the carrier-
installed system.

(2) Insertion and verification of mission data into the carrier
master computer prior to committing an aircraft to -lert.

(3) Simulation of missile or missiles/launcher to permit integrated
test of carrier CAE prior to actual installation of the missile
or missiles/launcher.
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(4) Verificat° a of system integrity.

(5) Fault isolation to the Line Replaceable Unit level*

4.12 Shop Checkout and Test Equipment

The primary utilization of shop checkout and test equipment shall
be that required for the more detailed analysis of systems, subsystems,
and/or components that have been removed from the missile/carrier--
aircraft after being diagnosed as malfunctioning and placed in the
environment of the field shop. This type of AGE will enable tie tech-
nici•ai to test the airborne equipment to the lowest level of removable
units with the maximum practical accuracy. Periodic maintenance and
system overhaul shall also be performed with shop checkout/test equipment.
This equipment shall provide the following:

(a) Performance of routine maintenance tests and complete
functional tests of line rejected units.

(b) Detection and location of malfunctioning module assemblies
of line rejected units.

(c) Facilities for the replacement, adjustment, calibration, and
repair of defective line rejected units.

(d) A self-checking capability for use in checking the shop check-
out and test equipment without the use of any ancillary test
equipment.

4.13 Electrical Equipment

All electrical equipment shall conform to the general requirements
of AFSCM 80-6 and specification MIL-S-8512 and shall be compatible with
the aircraft and missile systems. Electrical power equipment designed
for 400 cycles, 3 Phase, 208 VDC shall be compatible with the power
characteristics defined in specification MIL-STD-704. Electrical systems
designed for operations on 220V, 3 Phase, 60 Cycles, shall be readily
convertible to 44OV, 3 Phase, 60 Cycles, without replacing componenets.
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5.0 Personnel Subsystem

5.1 Personnel Manning Requirements (for 0-N Group)

Use of AGE for the maintenance and testing of any individual
system, subsystem or component of the missile and associated missile-
carrier aircraft shall not require more than two operators--one at or
in the aircraft and one at the checkout or test equipment.

5.1 Personnel Manning Requirements (for O-S Group)

Equipment shall be designed to be operated by military technicians
with an Air Force Speciality Code three-level skill only (see Appendix
for definition of skill levels).

5.1 Personnel Manning Requirements (for Incremental Group)

Equipment Design shall minimize the quantity and skill level of
military personnel required to operate the equipment.

5.2 Human Engineering

As outlined in MIL-STD-1472, the contractor will apply human
engineering to hardware and system design to assure optimum operation
and maintenance, utilization of the human as a component in the system,
and reduction of tasks affected by human limitations to a minimum. This
will include human design considerations for maintenance, operations,
conmmunications, illumination, noise level, reliability, safety, climate
and environment (Ref. MIL-STD-I472). Studies and recommendations will
be directed by AGM-X Project Office for the improvement of procedures
and design as inefficient operations situations are detected.

6.0 Safety

All designs shall incorporate maximum protection for operating and
maintenance personnel against hazardous conditions. Adequate provisions
shall be made to warn and/or protect personnel and equipment against
injury and damage. All designs shall be reviewcd by qualified engineers.

7.0 Reliability

The AGE subsystem shall have a minimum mean-time-between-failure
(MTBF) of )OX hours wheu 3perated under the environmental conditions
specified in Table I. Failure is defined as the inability of the AGE
subsystem to perform within the limits specified.
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8.0 Maintainability

The contractor shall establish a maintainability program in accord-
ance with applicable sections of MIL-STD-470 Maintainability Program
Requirements, The terms and definitions for maintainability not other-
wise described or delineated shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-778.

As a design goal, the NGE of AGM-X shall incorporate factors that
enhance its ease of maintenance and accessability. The maintainability
characteristics equipment, inspection, servicing, test, replacement and
overhaul operations required to restore operational capability with a
minimum expenditure of time, men and materials. When necessary to
accomplish this requirement, special too2s and service equipment shall
be identified. The inclusion of maintainability characteristics as an
inherent feature shall occur simultaneously with initial design and shall
be continually analyzed and controlled throughout the development cycle.
The equipment shall be designed so that the following system mean main-
tenance time shall not be exceeded:

Mean Corrective Maintenance Time (Mct), 1.0 hour within 3.0 hours
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MAz XVII

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Environmental Storage, Tr:iisportation, and
Conditions Operation Handling Limits

Low temperature -650 minimum -80°F (maximum duration 24
hours) followed and preceeded
by equilibrium at -40°F

High temperature 1250 F with a +160°F for 4 hours dq.ily
daily maximum
of 160°F for
4 hours

Temperature Shock Not applicable -80°F to +1250 F within 5
minutes

Humidity 5% to 100% Same as operation
relative
humidity with
condensation
at 850 F and
below

Atmospheric 15.4 psia to 15.4 psia to 1.68 psia with
pressure 7.1 pia maximum rate of descent of

5000 feet/min. and maximum
rate of ascent of 2500 feet/
mmn,

•1RTHER REQUIREMENM FOLLOW
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The following material was appended to the statement of work. It
was available to the Omnibus group as part of the basic SOW!, and was
provided as a separate input to the Incremental group in Session 3.

APPEDIX

The material provided in this Appendix contains information secured
from design analyses performed by the Air Force. It presents information
which the government feels will be useful in performing previously
specified contractual activities. The Appendix is, however, to be viewed
as being advisory only, and should not be considered as a contractual
requirement.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE AGM-X MAINTENANCE MAN

The System Specification establishes that airmen with certain basic
skills and a specific level of proficiency must be able to operate and
maintain the AGM-X weapon system. These airmen constitute a very critical
element of the system. An understanding of this element of the Personnel
Subsystem is essential to design of the AGM-X Weapon System.

To assist in defining what kind of individuals will be working with
the weapon system, the following discussion describes the skill level
codes used by the Air Force. Some historical information is also
included.

Air Force career fields are identified by the first two numbers in
the airman's Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC), such as 43XXC indicates
Aircraft Mechanic, 46XXX indicates Weapons Mechanic. All officer spe-
cialties are explained in AFM 36-1 and all enlisted specialties are
explained in AFM 39-1.

Possibly, the most significant position in the AFSC designation
number is the fourth position, e.e., 46X3X or 31X2X. The fourth number
establishes the skill level of the individual described by the AFSC.
This skill designator is the key to designing a weapon system which can
be maintained by the personnel spelled out. The skills assigned by the
specification and described in AYM 39-1 are very broad in scope. Seldom
do individuals qualify in all the required areas. Pressures of war,
enlistment rate, etc., more frequently than not will cause downgrading
of technical qualifications.

AIR FORCE MANING - AUTHORIZED VS ACTUAL

The authorized numbers, and the skill level of the personnel to be
assigned to a given AF unit, are indicated numerically as 3, 5, 7 and 9
level and can be translated as follows:

3 level - Helper/Apprentice
5 level - Specialist/Mechanic
7 level - Technician/Supervisor
9 level - Superintendent

A further translation is from indicated skill level to actual
technical experience and is approximated as follows:

3 level - A basic AF technical school plus one year maintenance
experience.
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5 level - A basic AF technical school plus training on a specific
weapons system plus one to five years overall experience.

7 level - Additional training and five or more years experience.

9 level - Additional training and 10 or more years experience.

After graduation from a basic technical course, the three-level
airman will generally be assigned to work location at some operational
base. His Job assignments will be primarily removing and replacing
components using technical manual procedures. The three-level airman
is not permitted to deviate from procedures provided by technical manuals.

An airman with five-level skills has progressed through the three-
level skill in the same or associated career field. He will have com-
pleted two to three years of work experience at the three-level and
received some additional technical training and on-the-job training.

Most airmen holding a five-level skill have at .nded one additional
technical school which was oriented to a specific -4pons system. The
training course was probably one to two months in Length for electro/
mechanical fields and two to five months for electronics, and provided
specific information on operation, trouble analysis, checkout and repair
of equipment for whcih he will be responsible. Experience in the five-
level skill consists of trouble analysis, repair and checkout using
voltmeters, electronic scopes, and tape programmed checkout equipment to
take specific measurements. All activities of maintenance are directed
by technical manuals, but, in some cases, may require use of basic
theory for interpretation and analysis.

The five-level airman has been in the service three years, of which
approximately 10 months were taken up in training. This leaves a 26-
month period of time in which he could be considered actively engaged in
his "trade." However, because of non-technical military activities and
Air Force work load scheduling problems, the average direct labor man-
power utilization rate is approximately 45%. When this 45% is factored
i'ato the 26 months not in training, the total experience gained in both
the three-level and five-level skills is ll.7 months. In 84.6% of the
cases, the airman is not highly motivated toward a military career and
will take his discharge in one year.

An airman carrying seven-level skills is very likely to be a
career airman. He has been in the service five years or more and holds
the rank of S/Sgt. or T/Sgt.
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PESONR AVAILABILITY

The personnel to be available at the beginning of AGM-X training
are anticipated to be from B-52 and B-58 units. The following personnel
and related experience levels are anticipated:

Missile Electronic Maintenance Technician

31650/XX 1 year experience on a similar or related missile system

Munitions and Weapons Maintenance Technician

46250/XX 1 year experience on a similar or related missile system
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PRELII,11NARY QUANITALTIA~VE AND QUALITA.TIVE
FERSOliNEL REQUIREMETS~ INFORMATION (QQPRI)

Analysis of the functional requirements of ground maintenance of the
AGM-X system has resulted in the following preliminary descriptions of
the personnel needed to perform ground maintenance.

The followirg Air Force Speciality Codes (AFSC) are required for
performance of the integrated system checkout of the missile and carrier
aircraft equipment.

The integrated checkout team will consist of the following AFSC's:
1515B, 31650/Xx, 46250/xx.

1515B. Operations Support Officer

The Operations Support Officer assigned to the Plans branch of the
Wing Operations and Plans Division is respontible for developing the
AGM-X mission plans from source data providea by higher headquarters. He
is responsible for the loading of the mission tape data into the carrier
aircraft master computers. He supervises the Missile System Analyst
Specialist/Technician, AFC 31650/70, in the operation of the data
inserter monitor set (DIMS) during Mission data loading.

2. 31650/)M. Missile Systems Analyst Specialist/Technician

The Missile Systems Analyst Specialist/Technician is responsible for
AGM-X maintenance activities at both the flight line and integrated main-
tenance facility.

At the flight line, he performs data loading into the carrier master
computer using the operational, mission, and training tapes and the AGM-X
data inserter monitor set. He performs integrated AVE/CAE tests on the
AGM-X missile carrier aircraft systems. He performs scheduled inspections
and organizational level maintenance of AGM-X missile launch control
system and AGM-X carrier aircraft equipment.

In the integrated maintenance facility he prepares for and performs
missile checkout and isolates missile malfunctions. He disassembles
missile sections, removes and replaces faulty electronic components, and
verifies repair. He tests, removes, replaces, and repairs faulty missile
wiring. He removes and replaces the electronic and flight control
sections during rocket motor replacement.

The Missile Systems Analyst Specialist/Technician performs bench
testing of the AGM-X missile and carrier aircraft system components. He
removes and replaces assemblies or subassemblies in the components and
verifies component repair.
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3. AFSC 46250/XX. Weapons Mechanic/Maintenance Supervisor

As a member of the AGM-X Weapons Loading Team, the Weapons Mechanic/
Maintenance Supervisor performs missile-to-carrier hazardous current
checks and uploads and downloads the AGM-X missile, the launcher/missile
package, the pylon/missile package, and bomb rack, in the B-52 aircraft.
He performs/verifies ordnance and warhead safing and enabling during
ground operations. He performs payload to missile hazardous current
checks and installs/removes payload sections at the flight line. He
observes and verifies launcher rotation during integrated system test.
He transports the missiles, pylons, launchers, payload sections, and bomb
racks to and from the flight line, inte, ated maintenance facility, mis-
sile/munitions storage facility or nucl-ar weapons storage facility, and
empty pylons from the CAE/aircraft preflight maintenance facility to the
integrated maintenance facility.

He performs organizational level maintenance on the launcher, pylons,
bomb rack, AGM-X weapons status and control panel, and AGM-X consent panel
in the aircraft. He performs organizational and field level maintenance
on the munitions handling and transportation AGE.

8
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SKILL LEVEL DEFNITNONS

The following is a definition of the Air Force skill levels referenced
in this statement of work:

3 level -- Usually acts as helper or assistant, but can do simple tasks on
his own, such as simple checks. Performs simple manual operations readily
(without assistance) but requires assistance (supervision or use of
manuals) with more complex operations. The following activities are
characteristic of the 3 level maintenance technician:

(i) Performs simple preventative maintenance without supervision;

(2) Performs emergency respons-!s only when advised to do so by
higher level technician;

(3) Removes and replaces modules under supervision;

(4) Performs potentially hazardous checks under supervision;

(5) Monitors and records equipment status values from displays;

(6) Performs programed equipment checks in accordance with written
procedures;

(7) Makes simple (discrete) electrical connections without
supervision.

5 level -- Performs most maintenance activities with the help of the
3-level. He may require assistance (supervision or use of a checklist)
with more complex operations, particularly those requiring significant
decisions or a high degree of hazard. The following is characteristic of
the 5-level maintenance technician:

(1) Is capable of performing all activities of the 3 level techni-
cian;

(2) Performs potentially hazardous checks with minimal supervision;

(3) Removes and replaces modules without supervision;

(4) Decides what equipment checks should be made and when they
should be taken;

(5) If test equipment malfunctions, corrects malfunction when crew
chief not available;

(6) Assists crew chief in performance of complete subsystem check-
out;
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(7) Capable of performing most troubleshooting activities;

(8) Analyzes malfunction displays to diagnose equipment failures;

(9) Coordinates information from multiple displays to assess sub-
system status;

(10) Supervises 3 level technician when crew chief not available.

7 level -- Performs all tasks including those involving significant
decisions and hazardous operations. The following activities are charac-
teristic of the 7 level maintenance technician.

(1) Is capable of performing all activities of lower level
technic ianb;

(2) Supervises lower level technicians and is responsible for all

crew activities;

(3) Performs highly hazardous checks on own responsibility;

(4) Makes special purpose, elaborate electrical hookups;

(5) Takes responsibility for performance of complete subsystem
checkout;

(6) Capable of performing all troubleshooting activities.
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Figure J2. REQUIREMENTS ALLOCATION SHEET

FUNCTION
INME ,DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

PREPARE 1. (U) Prior to loading missile(s) and/or launchers onto the carrier,
CARRIER FOR it is required that a hazardous current check be made of the CAE.
MISSILE(S)
LOADING 2. (U) An adapter is required to provide an electro-mechanical inter-

face between the hazardous current checker and the side of the
missile. Necessary switching is required in that adapter to per-
mit the hazardous current checks.

TEST LINE 3. (U) An integrated AVE- CAE test will be run on the carrier-
ITEM 1 installed systems prior to committing it to ready alert status.

This same integrated test will also be run on carrier-installed
CAE with a simulator replacing the launcher/missiles assembly.
This test, in conjunction with certain additional fault isolation pro-
cedures, will establish the GO - NO GO status rf each missile,
the rotary launcher, and line-replaceable CAE.

PERFORM 4. a. (U) Test equipment shall be identified as that required to
ORGANIZA- fault isolate the system to the lowest level of base replace-
TIOW AL MAIN able unit.
TENAiNZE b. (U) The test method used shall employ the minimum number

of tests necessary to checkout the missile and associated
missile-carrier aircraft system or locate a defective re-
placeable unit.

5. a. (U) The time required to connect the checkout and test
equiment to the AGM-X System or Subsystem, to warmup,
to conduct the required tests, and to disconnect the AGE
shall be held to a minimum. This time shall be compatible
with the specified aircraft turn-around time.

b. (t) To facilitate ease of handling, connection, and discon-
nection of the AGE, light-weight cable assemblies and con-
nectors shall be used.

6. (U) The test tolerance within which the AGE clecks and tests the
missile and associated missile-carrier aircraft systems, shall
be based on the operational tolerances of the system.

7. (U) Equipment shall be provided for verbal communication be-
tween operators.

8. (U) Transportable checkout and test equipment shall be of a size
and weight to allow handling by as few men as possible and to
allow carrying aboard the aircraft through 'he normal access
doors.
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REQUIREMENTS ALLOCATION SHEET

FUNCTION
NAME DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

PERFORM 9. (U) AGE shall make maximum use of non-repairable (throw away)
ORGANIZA- modules and components to facilitate ease of maintenance and to
TIONAL MAIN. minimize the requirement for detailed maintenance logistic consid-
TENANCE erations.

10. (U) All electronic and electro mezhanical and electro-pneumatic
AGE shall be subjected to a calibration process at such intervals as
will be commensurate with the functional requirement of the equip-
ment.

11. a. (U) All electrical equipmert shall conform to the general re-
quirements of AFSCM 80-6 and Specification MIL-S-8512 and
shall be compatible with the aircraft and missile systems.

b. (U) Electrical power equipment designed for 400 cycles and
28 VDC shall be compatible with the power characteristics de-
fined in Specification MIL-STD-704.

c. (U) Electrical systems designed for operations on Z2OV, 3
Phase, 60 cycles shall be readily convertible to 440V, 3 Phase,
60 cycles without replacing components.

12. (U) The mean corrective maintenance time for the AGM-X missile
shall not exceed minutes.

13. (U) A positive means shall be provided to assure that the missile
is in a "safe" condition prior to maintenance operations such as
missile or missile rack unloading, missile or missile rack trans-
porting, or missile checkout. The missile shall remain in a
"safe" condition during these operations. Safe - All missile ord-
nance devices shall be mechanically and electrically in safed con-
dition.

CHECKOUT 4. (U) A requirement exists to have the capability to perform an
AGM-X CAE AGM-X CAE checkout without missiles aboard.

5. (U) The CAE checkout shall:

a. Verify a suspected malfunction, and
b. Verify a replacemcet or repair of CAE installed in the carrier.

6. (U) The CAE checkout shall verify the following components:

a. Master Computer,
b. Inertial Measurement Unit,
c. Display and Control Panels,
d. Processo.r & Distribution Unit,
e. ECU,
f. Cabling
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AEQUIREMENTS ALLOCATION SHEET

FUNCTION
NAME DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

17. (U) A means is required to electrically simulate a missile when no
missiles are aboard the carrier. A means is required to electric-

ally simulate the launcher/missile package when no launcher/mis-
sile package is in,,italled on the carrier. The simulator must be
functionally capable of:

a. Receiving input data and supplying simulated outFut data.
b. Receiving missile alignment commands and providing simu-

lated alignment status.
c. Providing simulated missile status information for verifica-

"tion at the carrier displays and carrier computer.
d. Accepting and returning SAF discretes to the carrier.

e. Monitoring carrier power and power control signals.

f. Accepting missile release mechanism commanids and return
appropriate status responses.

g. Electrically simulating rotary rack response to positioning
signals.
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SESSION 1

Instructions to Participating Engineers

Now that --ou've had a chan:ze to go over the SOW, we want you to de-

velop the bAsic design concept of a system which wiU meet the renuire-

ments specified in the SOW. Among these requirements, you will note,

are those which refer to the numher and type of personnel. We ask you,

therefore, in developing your de.iign to particularly keep in mind the re-
quirement to design to minimize personnel needs.

In describing this design roncept, you should include the following:

(1) The number and types of major equipment items you would aeed;

(Z) What each equipment would test;

(3) The characteristics you would design into the equiprnent;

(4) The functions to be performed by the equipment:

(5) The functions to be performed by the maintenance technician;

(6) The sequencing of equipment and personnel funtions (in the form

of a flow diagram).

Since this is a trade study, we want you to describe the design con-

cept for each of the alternative types of configurations, manual, semi-

automatic, automatic. Be as comprehensive as you can be with the in-

formation you have. If you need extra time, you can continue your anal-

ysis at the next session.

To help you remember the information we want, here is a form (see

Table XV) which may help you in writing your answers. If it will help to

describe the systems you are designing, you may make sketcher of your
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equipment on a separate sheet of paper. Remember, however, that

highly detailed drawings are not required. The flow diagram of person-

nel/maintenance sequences will, of course, be on a separate sheet of
paper. To sharpen your answers, indicate just how your basic design

concept varies among the three configurations.

You may ask any questions you wiFh at any time during &he session,

and I will answer it if I can.

At the conclusion of this st.-sion, ask the following:

1. Did you have enough information in the SOW to develop the design

concepts?

2. Enough equipment information? Enough personnel information?

3. Is this equipment information characteristic of SOWs you work

to?

4. Is this personnel information characteristic of SOWs you work

to?

5. What information that you did not have would you wish to have?

6. Was the inforrmation in the SOW useful in helping you decide upon

your system configurations? Has enough inforrrmation been in-

cluded in the personnel requirements statement? What design

implications would you draw from the personnel requirements?

(For omnibus group) From the personnel flow diagrams? Skill

descriptions? From the QQPRI?

7. What information would you ordinarily have at the start of de-

sign?

8. What itenms of information in the SOW particularly affected your

design decisions? Why?
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9. What was the effect of the equipment requirements on your de-

sign?

10. What was the effect of personnel requirements on your design

concept?

11. Is there any particular system configuration which you prefer?

Why?

12. What are the major differences among the system types in terms

of: reliability; maintainability; cost; number/type of personnel;

design efficiency; safety?

13. For skill constraint group: predict the number of personnel you

need for each configuration; why do you feel you need this num-

ber of persor-mvl?

14. For number constraint group: tell me the personnel skill level

you would need for each configuration; why do you need this skill

level?

15. For incremental groups: tell me the number and personnel skill

level you would need for each configuration; why?
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SESSION 2

Instructions to Participating Engineers

In this session, we would like yoa to continue describing the various

system configurations you began last time we met, but now in greater

detail. If you have not already done so, please describe the functional

characteristics of each major item of the maintenance ground equipment

you think will be required.

In addition, we would like you to describe how the equipment you

have designed would function in actual operatiois by listing in step-by-

step fashion the procedures the maintenance personnel would perform

in conducting -

(1) flight line maintenance checks;

(2) shop mainmenance checks.

At the conclusion of the session, ask the following questions:

. I-has your design concept changed in any way from the preceding

session?

2. If so, how? Why?

3. Did you have any difficulty in listing the operational procedure

for your equipment? If so, why?

4. Was any of the information given you of any particular use in

listing that procedure?

5. Have the equipment requirements acted in any way to constrain

your design concept? If so, how?

6. Have the personnel requirements acted in any way to constrain

your design concept? if so, how?
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7. What equipment and personnel information which has not been

provided to you would you wish to have? Why?

8. For skill constraint group: Predict the number of personnel you

need for each configuration; why do you think you need this num-

ber?

9. For number constraint group: tell me the personnel skill level

you would need for each configuration; why do you need this skill

level?

10. For incremental groups: tell me the number and personnel skill

level you would need for each configuration; why?

11. Is there any change in the system configuration which you prefer :

If so, why?

12. In addition, please describe the personnel who will operate the

maintenance equipment in terms of the skills which they must

poe sess in order to handle each type of system.
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SESSION 3 (Incremental Groups)

Instructions to Participating Engin-!ers

In this session, we are able to provide you with additional information

secured from the Air Force. This informxation describes the personnel

requirements to which you should design; in addition, the Air Force has

made a number of analyses, included in an Appendix to the SOW, which

describe what they think the maintenance technicians in the system un;der

design would be doing.

Please replace section 5. 1 of your SOW which describes operator re-

quirements with the following statement:

(I - N Group) Use of AGE for the maintenance and testing of any

individual system, subsystem, or component of the missile and

associated missile-carrier aircraft shall not require more than

two operators - - one at or in the aircraft and one at the checkout

or test equipment.

(I - S Group) Equipment shall be designed to operate by military

technicians with a three-skill level only. (The definition of skill

levels is included in the AppendLx).

In this session, we ask you to review the design concepts you created

previously in the light of the additional requirements and information now

provided, and to make such changes as you feel would be necessary to

bring your design in accord with the mnore stringent personnel requir •-

ments. Use a fresh copy of the same form you used previously to des-

cribe the change'• you would make.

At the conclusion of the session, the folloving questions will be
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asked:

1. Did the additional information included in the Appendix to the SOW

help you in modifying your design? If so, how?

2. What design implications would you infer from the personnel flow

diagrams; QQPRI; skill level definitions, etc. ? Are the skill

level definitions understandable?

3. Do you ordinarily receive the kind of information contained in the

Appendix?

4. Did the revised personnel requirements make any difference to

your design? If so, what changes did you make?

5. What design implications would you draw from these requirements?

6. Are these requirements too stringent? Too easy?

7. (I - N group) What level of skilled personnel would you need to

have to run your system under the personnel requirements im-

posed? Why?

8. (1 - S group) What number of personnel would you need to have to

run your system under the pe~rsonnel requirements imposed?

Why?

9. Of the three system configurations, which do you prefer? Why?
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SESSION 3 (Omnibus Groups)

Instructions to Participating Engineers

At this time the Air Force customer has decided to make his
personnel requirements a bit more stringent than they were when you

started your design.

(O-N Group) If you look at section 5.1 of your SOW which describes

operator requirements, you will see the following st tement:

"Use of AGE for the maintenance and testing of any individual
system, subsystem or component of the missile ano' associated missile-
carrier aircraft shall not require more than two operators--one at or
in the aircraft and one at the checkout or test equipment."

In order to minimize the skill level of the personnel needed to
operate the maintenance ground equipment, the Air Force has levied

the following additional requirement upon you:

"Equipment shall be designed to operate by rrilatary technicians
with a three-skill level only.," (Please refer to tle definition of skill

levels included in the Appendix to the SOW.)

(O-S Group) If you look at section 5.1 of your SOW which describes
operator requirements, yo,, will see the followinL, statement:

"Equipment shall be designed to operate by i-iilitary technicians

with a three-skill level only. "'

In order to minimize the number of personnel neectd to operate the
maintenance ground equipment, the Air Force has levied the following

additional requirement upon you:
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"Use of AGE for the maintenance and testing of any individual

system, subsystem or component of the missile and associated

missile-carrier aircraft shall not require more than two operators--

one at or in the aircraft and onj at the rheckout or test equipment."

In th).s session we ask you to review the design concepts you

created previously in the light of the additional requirements imposed

upon you, and to make such changes as you feel would be necessary to

bring your design in accordance with the added personnel requirements.

Use a fresh copy of the same form you used previously to describe the

changes you would make.

At the conclusion of the session the following questions will be

asked:

1. Did the additional personnel requirements make any difference

to your design? If so, what changes did you make?

2. What design implications did you draw from the added

personnel requirements ?

3. Are these added requirements too stringent? Easy to handle?

4. Was there enough information provided in the added

requirement?

5. What information would you wish included in the personnel

requirements section of the SOW?
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SESSION 4 (All Groups)

Instructions for Participating Engineers

Up to this point in time you have designed your systems to rather

stringent personnel constraints. in this session we would like you to

consider that all personnel constraints have been eliminated. In other

words, consider that you are able to design for an unlimited number of

personnel and any skill level which you think you might need. Please

review your design concepts from this standpoint. In the event that

you restricted your designs to fit the personnel constraints, indicate

what changes in your designs you would wish to make, now that these

restrictions have been voided.

(For incremental groups only: To help you in your design, additional

information is now available from the Air Force describing it- analyses

of anticipated personnel characteristics and the tasks maintenance men

would perform.)

Please complete a blank form such as you filled out previously,

indicating the changes you would make in your r'e -- gns with the

personnel restrictions lifted. After you have - this, , se compare

the three system designs you have produced in terms of the foliowing

criteria:

(1) Effect on personnel; number; skill level;

(2) Cost;

(3) Reliability;

(4) Design adequacy;

(5) Maintainability.

After the engineer has completed this task, ask the following

questions:

1. For incremental groups only: did the additional information

provided by the Air Force help any? Did it affect your

design so n in any way? If so, in what way? If not, why not?
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The following questions are for all groups:

2. Did lifting the personnel restrictions influence you in any way

in changing your de ýigrs? In what way? If not. whv not?

3. We had made the assumption that the personnel requirements

constrained your previous design in some ways. Is this

t.rn? -,! had these requirements affected your design?

4. Did your preferred design change any over the past four

sessions when personnel requirements were changed? In

what way? Why? If not, why not?

5. Do you feel t'At these personnel requirements are realistic?

Unrealistic? Would you rather not be constrained in this

way? Why not?

6. If you had to trade off personnel number and skill level, how

would you do it? In other words, if you had a choice between

a few skilled technicians or more unskilled personnel, which

would you prefer? If you had more highly skilled technicians,

could ycu use fewer people? If you had fewer people, -voL!d

a higher skill level make up for the small size of the crew ?

7. As far as your preferred design is concerned, which of the 3

criteria you used to compare the three systems would you

consider to be the most important in determining your

preference?
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Note: The following equipment inform.%tion
will bet provided only if subjects feel
they require it.

Test Equipmtnt

This part of the specification establishes the requirements for

performknce, design, test and qualification of the subsystem Test

Equipment required to checkout missile electronics in the assembl-,d

missile and a3 separate suxbsystems. The test equipment shall provide

power, stimuli and signal processing as required to checkout the

AGM-X electronic subsystems.

"Y'unctional Characteristics. The Test Equipment shall provide

power switching, s;:fety monitoring, test stimuli and signal processing

as required to test the AGM-X missile, missile electronic subassemblies

and the AGM-X CAE electronic subassembl~es. The Test Equipment

shall have the capability of isolating faults in the AGM-X missile,

missile electronic suibassemblies and the CAE electronic subassemblies

to the replacement level and of verifying the capabilities of the missile

and subassemblies to perform within operational limits subsequent to

repair.

Interface Requireruntts

Missile Electromcs. The Test Equipment shall interface with

the following AGM-X missle electronic units:

a. Master Computer

b. PDU

c. Multiplexer and Conversion unit

d. Control and Dispay panels.

Test Set, Environmental Control Unit

The primary purpose of tht ECU Test Set is to functionally test

the B-52 ECU (GAE). This is accomplished in conjunction with a

GFP Blower and a GFE Nitrogen Filler System by monitoring the

B-52 ECU output while Providing a thermal load and pressure drop

via the Test Set. Flex hoses direct the air flow between the Test Seo
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and the ECU under test., There are two closed loops in the Týst Se;

one for the avionics citcuits and one for the missile circuit.,. Circuits

contained on the Test Set include temperature, pressure and flow

gages and elect.-ical heaters. 400H and 28VDC switching to thez
ECU under test is provided through the Test Set from facility power.

The Test Set is used in the Integrated Maintenance -'acility.

PCz ___ __rnnur

Functional Characteristics. Ths Theal Sel shall provide for
checkout and iault isolation of th¢•ý GAE, Y'tCU -ohen the CAE, ECU is

in a non-Instl"•led condition.

Primary, Performance Cha-ýicteo.:itics. The Test Set shall be

capable of:

a. Simulating that portion of the cooling system (AGM-X

missile and carrier aircraft avionics) which is not an

integral part of the CAE, ECU.

b. Providing a heat load to the conditic .ng fluid of the CAE,

ECU which is equivalent the maxini.rn expected heat load
-if the AGM-X missile and ca::rier av'onics.

c. Provi'°d.ng CAE, ECU monito-ing capabilities that will

indict-.r in tolerance operation or component fault.

Secondary Performance Characteristics. The test set shall be

capable of:

a. Providing a visual indicition of CAE, ECU conditioning

fluid temperat'ire, pressures and flows.

b. Monitoring the signal output from the CAE, ECU cooling

effect detector.

Inte_-face Requirements. The Test Set shall functionally interface

with the following:

a. The conditioning fluid interface on the Environmental

z Control Unit, B-SZ/AGM-X (CAE).

(Additional material was provided when requested, by subjects.)
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Figure .14, System Description

A,- fully automated a system as possible, containing:

a computer to cb,':ck out the missile and A/C computer

would design flight- test set to check to the module level and uce
it in the shop as -well

self-diagnostic capability

2 or 3 programmaole power supplies (from digital word generates
required signal only

computer provides flexibility to test set, missing in hard-wired

equipment

reduce operators role as decision maker

sufficient level of information must be provided to reduce boredom
and keep operator on his toes without overwhelming him. Minimum
number of displays (test No & Go-No G n)

Provide test set with ability to lower or raise operational voltage
lev.:ls to provide "marginal" cheeks of equipment.

feedback to include test performed and results and would include a

print-out record

modular construction

wheeled cart, to include all cables, etc.

woutld include data inserter function

- minimum number of computer cointrols accessible to operator

would incorporate location of fault information on printout

could very well be used to checkout other systems 2

checkout - approximately l- hours.
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Figure 16. Equipment Operating Procedu-e

GME MEIT PROCMURE Dtte

Before Going to Ramp
1. Check Test Set for: 

Initial
Valid calibration date 

5

Valid main-tenance date

Overall condition

Correct supply of accessories

2. Obtain Tapes (cartridges) for:

All- required ramp teit programs

Valid mission duty tape

3. Determine

A/C number

Take-off time

Flying operators name

Informat.on file on previous test and/or maintenance

After arrival at A/C before Missile Insta.U

4. Interconnection (Cables)

All main switches OFU
(both test equipment and airborne)

Connect Aux Power unit
Connect cables to A/C interconnect boxes
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GME TEST PROCFDURE (Continued)

5. Start Up

Start APU (time)

Turn Airborne equilpnent ON (if necessary)

Tarn test set ON (allow 30 minutes warm-up)

During this time energize tape deck and printer and
tisually inspect airborne equipment for unlocked
components or visual sign of malfunction (and cleanliness)

6. Testirg

Insert test set self test program

Initiate program

Results OK [jjroceed

if not (explain what to do)

Insert Program 2

Initiate

Results OK L roceed

Note: Last program will double check current level to insure
non-hazardous condition fcr missile inztallation and
properly set equipment switches.

Missile Pre-installation Checkout

INSTALL MISSLE

Insert program y

Initiate y

(Continue)

Log completion time ___

Log A/C number
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GME 'UST PROCEDLURE (Continued;

Insert Mission program

Initiate program H
Return Equipment and logs to shop [D

Signed
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APPENDIX III

APPLICATIONS TO W DESIGN PROCESS OF THE Q9ýETUING TECHNIQUE MOR

DEuERMINING SYSTt MA:e iNG REQUIrDMe id

At the start of the study it was planned to test the utility of theS~queuing mWd,.l method of predicting manpower re,.uirements in system design.
Barton e-u al. (1964) indicated as a consequence of their study ',hat "sub-
system design engine!ering may be directed to estimate manning requirements
using the manning prediction 'technique proposed in thi,ý report" (s'ection

5.4, P. 97). Manning prediction techniques useo in the military services
are still largely intuitide; any formalized mathematical prediction method
which coulp be applied to system design would ti;erefore produce significant
benefits to that design, provided, of' cou-se,. that the recommended method
was compatible with ý;he manner in which systems were developed.

The queuing technique is too lengthy to dc scribe Jn detail in this
Appendix. Generally, however, the technique requires the analysis of the
various parameters which enter into the determination of operational
readiness. These parameters include:

(1) Productive time spent in maintenance;
(2) Non-productive time spent in maintenance;

(3) Identification of system functions with task responsibility;
(4) Shift schedules;
(5) Operational performance requirements;
(6) Skill workload (ie, number of personnel of given skill levels

per job);
(7) Operational performance readiness, including -maintenance require-

ments;
(8) Reliability requirements, including down time.

Since number of personnel and skill are esstntlal inputs to operational
readiness, optimal manning requirements can be ietermined by varying the
readiness requirement and determining the manning needed to support that
readiness requi rement.

it is necessary to point out that the test of the queuing technique
projected for this study was not a test of its va-idity. Such a test has
already been performed by Purvis et al. (1965). Moreover, validation of
the queuing technique requires comparison of the operational readiness level
predicted by the model and based on a specified manning level, with mea-
sured readiness t-tually achieved by the cystem i. the field. Since the
present study involved only the simulation of the conceptual design effort
for a maintenance subsystem, no operational system was available as a
standard against which to measure technique validity.

However, since our engineering subjects were asked to specify the
manpower required to exercise the sjstems they had designed, it appeared
feasibl3 in planning the study tc compare these maipower predictions with
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those produced by implEmenting the quf-uing model. If the subjects'
predictions aid not differ significantly from those produced by the model,
one could infer that the design engineer, given merely the appropriate
data, could develop manpower predictions essentially equivalent to those
produced by the model. The latter would then not be a significant improve-
ment over present methods of predicting manpower. Such a conclusion
would not invalidate the moael, but would merely suggest that engineers,
when given the raw data inputs used in the model, could integrate those
data subjectively with the same degree of efficiency as does the model.
On the other hand, if there were a significant discrepancy between modeli
and subject estimates, and if the moael ertlmtteL :orresponded with the
manpower prov.L- for the operationia subsystem used as the basis for the
design requirements in this study, the utility of the model as a predictive
device would be enhanced.

As it turned out, it was not feasible to compare queuing model pre-
dictions with manpower predictions made by subject engineers because 'Af the
security classification required for the data inputs. To exercise the
model would have required data on the actual opera.tional reliability and
availability of the B-52 aircraft and the predicted reliability and avail-
ability of the AGM-69A. The parameters for which in~ormation was required
we,'e:

(1) Arrival rate of missiles to be maintained in the shop (somewhat
analogous to failure rate);

(2) Number of B-52 aircraft in the smallest organizational element

to be serviced by the shop (eg, wing, squadron),

(3) Number of B-52 flights per day;

(4) Amount of work time available in the shop;

(5) Amount of time required to check out the electronics subsystems
in the missile and in the CAE brought to the shop for fault
diagnosis;

(6) Number of spares available for missile and CAE components;

(7) Operational readiness requirements of the smallest organizational
element serviced by the shop.

In addition, our engineering subjects made their manpower predictions
based on only a few of the parameters required by the model (eg, system
functions, operational performance requirements, skill workload and reli-
ability requirements). Even when the designer utilized the same parameters,
the information describing these parameters was at a much grosser level than
that presumably available to the user of the queuing teclnique. For example,
the engineer had the reliability requirement available to him, but this was
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not broken down by the actual or allowable down time. Hence, any comparison
between the predictions made from the two sources would in any event have been
faulty. For all these reasons the analysis originally contemplated was
discarded.

It was, however, possible to ask the question; what are the problems
involved in havIng design engineers use the model in the course of early
system development? Specifically,

(i) What kind of input information does the design engineer need to
make e-rly manpower predictions?

(2) How should that information be presented to him?

(3) Can/will the design engineer use the informL.tion supplied by
the queuing model to influence hiz design?

In answering the first question it is necessary to review the infor-
mational inputs ordinarily provided to the engineer during development.
This was ascertained by asking the engineer, whenever an item of informa-
tion vzas given him, whether he ordinarily received that information during
system development.

it is apparent from results of the present study that only a few of
the informational inputs required by the queuing model are oAdinarily
available to the design engineer. Certainly none of the data items
xeferred to earlier as being necessary inputs are ordinarily available
to him. When the subject engineers were asked whether they ordinarily
received inputs such as those provided in the SOW. about half of them
responded negatively. Queuing models inputs would be even less available
to them.

From this standpoint it would be a reasonable hypothesis that the
queuing manpower prediction would be more exact and hence more valid than
the engineer's subjective prediction, if only because the former is based
on many more informational inputs.

There may be two possible reasons why the design engineer does not
receive all the informational inputs required by the model. First, the
informLtion may not be available at an early enough stage in system
development for the engineer to make use of it. We have pointed out
elsewhere (Meister et al., 1968) that the human factors analyses required
by AFSC 375-5 are not ordinarily performed at the time for which they are
specified. This is corroborated by the fact that design engineers report
that they do not ordinarily receive the results of such analyses.

Second, it may be that even where the model outputs are available
early enough, they are not provided to the design engineer because they
are assumed not to have any design value for hLim.
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With regard to tb's second hypothesis, the results of the present

study suggest that manpower predictions made by exercising the model

would significantly influence design if these predictions were formulated

as--esign requrements (ie, requirEments to which the engineer must

desigs), .

Information which is not or znmiot be interprete-2 az a design require-
ment is generally ignored by the design engineer. Thus, raw data inputs to

the queuing model (eg, shift schedules) would probably be received by the

engineer as largely irrelevant unless design requireaents were implicit in

these data. On the other hand, he pays great attenti- to information
which is clearly labelled as a requirement. If a r t,,-er prediction is
presented to him as a desirable goal, or even as a l,.-ly to be accomplished
goal, it has no impact on the engineer's design. However, if the prediction
specifies that equipment will be designed to a maximum of N personnel, it
does have a significant effect on his design conceptualizations. The

results of previous studies suggest that engineers can modify their
design in accordance with the rnt ber of personnel required to operate
and maintain that design. The same is true, within more restricted limits,

for different levels of skill.

The point Is that the queuing model manpower predictions must be
formulated to the engineer as a design requirement rather than either as A

raw data inputs, a prediction or as "nice to know" iuformation. Con-
sequently the queuing model will be useful in design only if the analysis

is performed prior to the time the RFP is issued mai if the model pre-
dictions are incorporated in the REP as design requirements, eg, the
equipment will be designed so that no more than a maximum number of
personnel with designated skill levels will be required to service the
equipment.

It should be pointed out that any requirements presented to the design
engineer must be formulated in terms of the individual major equipments
iolich he is designing. Thus, the requirement must be in terms of N
personnel to maintain X equipment. This may present a problem to the
queuing model because its outputs are phrased in terms of number of repair
channels required by the supported system. This mey pose a difficulty
when one wishes to determine the manning requirement within a singlz
channel, such as a specific ground support equipment or test set. The

requirement must be broken down to number of personnel of required skil
levels performing specific tasks or. specific equipment.

The technique does, however, predic% the total number of personnel
for the individual squadron or wing. If mne knows the number of eq Ipments
required for the squadron or wing, it should be possible to allocate
manpower per equipment unit.

As a corollary to the concept of providing the designer with the man-
power prediction as a requiremert early in system development, it follows
that he cannot personally be expected to perform the model analyses needed
to derive the manpower prediction. While it is relatively simple for him
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to make an intuitive manpower prediction based on the relatively few inputs
he ordinarily uses, it would be grotesque to expect the design engineer
to perform the sophisticated mathematical computations inherent in the
model, if only because he would not br ie the time needed. This is especi-
ally so, since, for the manpower prP Action to have maximum design conse-
quences, it shoulJ be provided by t.e customer in the RFP. The model
analyses and the tradeoffs should therefore be performed by operations
researchers preferably in the Air Force and then its outputs shovJA be
transmitted t) the engineer as a design requirement.

The two m Ior -.omponents of the manpower prediction are personnel
L ber and skill level. The engineer finds it easier to design to the
q.Antity than to the skill level requirement. The reason is that number
is a very simple concept, whereas skill is, as we have seen, a composite
of many parameters. The Air Force's 3, 5, 7 level categorization of skill
is almost uninterpretable by the engineer in terms of quantity of skill,
much less 'the consequences of that skill. Moreover, we know little about
the relationship between quantity of skill and individual design charac-
teristics. From that standpoint the queuing model manning prediction can
be used for design primarily in terms of its personnel quantity rather
than its skill level parameters. This is not a limitation specifically of
the queuing model but of the design capability inherent in the manpower
parameters.

The model manpower predictions, if specified as requirements, will
permit design tradeoffs. For example, if the queuing technique suggests
two possible alternatives, eg, 2 or 4 men, then the engineer can analyze
the design consequences of these two alternatives and select the more
desirable. Any such alternatives must be phrased in terms of whole indi-
viduals, eg, 1, 2, 3 men, and the altcrnatives presented to the designer
should represent extremes of the range of alternatives.

The engineer cannot, however, be expected to make formal matuLnmatical
analyses in these tradeoff problems, because a formal mathematical method
of combining various design tradeoff parameters (eg, reliability, main-
tainability, cost) does not exist.

The queuing model technique may also be used as a "after the design
fact" method. Once design has been accomplished and a marming level
specified, the actuaJ operational readiness for the system can be secured.
If that operational readiness does not satisfy system requirements, it will
be of interest to determine whether system manning can be modified to
improve operational readiness. The analysis of the queuing model is per-
formed in reverse: knowing the operational readiness achieved, one
ana3yzes for the parameters (among them manpower) influencing that read-
iness. Changes in readiness might then be secured by modifying manning
skill levels. However, it must be remembered that manpower is in part
dependent on system design, and where design is fixed, as it would be in
an operational system, changes following development of the hardware are
not easy to achieve.
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In sumnary, then, one can say the following:

(!) The queuing model can be useful to design if the necessavy analyses
are performed quite early in system development (by the time the
aF?1SOW is issued) and if the results are presented as design A
requirements, not as information. (This statement is true of any
manpower prediction, from whatever source.) 4

(2) To be maximally imefu.e , manpower predictions .-hould be formulated
in terms of the number/skills of personnel needed per unit to be
designed.

(3) The personnel quantity component of the manpower prediction is more
easily utilized by +he engineer than is the skill componenG.

(4) The mathematical analyses required to make the queuing model pre-
dictions must be performed by someone other than the design engineer.

(5) �The queuing technique may also be used in an "after the design fact"
evaluation of achieved operational readiness levels, but is less
valuable in this way because of the difficulty of achieving design
charges following hardware development.
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